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The CMS experiment at CERN will produce large amounts of data in short time periods. 
Because the data buffers at the experiment are not large enough, this data needs to be 
transferred to other storages. The CMS Tier0 will be an enormous job processing and 
storage facility at the CERN site. One part of this Tier0, called the Tier0 input buffer, has 
the task to readout the experiment data buffers and to supply these data to other tasks that 
need to be carried out with it (such as storing). It has to make sure that no data is lost. 
This thesis compares different scenarios to work with a set of disk servers in order to 
accomplish the Tier0 input buffer tasks. To increase the performance per disk server, 
write and read actions on the same disk server are separated. To find the optimal 
moments a disk server should change from accepting and writing items to supplying 
items to other tasks, the combination of various parameters, such as the usage of a 
particular queuing discipline (like FIFO, LIFO, LPTF and SPTF) and the state of the disk 
server has been studied. To make the actual comparisons a simulation of dataflow models 
of the different scenarios has been used. These simulations have been performed with the 
Yasper simulation tool. This tool uses Petri Net models as its input. To be more certain 
that the models represent the real situation, some model parts have been remodelled in a 
tool called GPSS. This tool is not using Petri Nets as its input model; instead it uses 
queuing models described in a special GPSS language. The results of the simulations 
show that the best queuing discipline to be used with the Tier0 input buffer is the LPTF 
discipline. In particular in combination with a change moment as soon as a disk server 
has been readout completely.  
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This thesis describes a comparison of different Tier0 dataflow scenarios using the Yasper 
simulation tool. The goal of this comparison is to find the best suitable set up of disk 
servers that will be used in one of the experiments at the CERN particle physics 
laboratory. The first chapter of this paper explains the context of the Tier0, a part of the 
LHC computing grid in the CERN organization. Chapter 2 focuses more on the specific 
properties of data flows in the Tier0. It also includes a discussion of ways to influence the 
performance of the complete system. The methods used to compare different scenarios 
and the methods used to create new possible scenarios are described in the third chapter. 
In Chapter 4 a number of simulation models are introduced. The results from these 
simulations are presented in the fifth chapter. Chapter 6 tells us which conclusions can be 
drawn from the outcome of the different simulations. 
1.1 CERN 
 
CERN, the European Organization for Nuclear Research, is a research institute on the 
Franco-Swiss border near Geneva. Scientists from all over the world come to CERN to 
study the building blocks of matter and the forces that hold them together. To study these 
aspects of physics, large particle accelerators and detectors are needed. 
 
Currently CERN is preparing and building a new powerful accelerator called the Large 
Hadron Collidor (LHC). Using this accelerator, physicist aim to find answers to open 
questions in the fields of dark energy, dark matter, extra dimensions, the Higgs particle 
and, supersymmetry. Beside these goals CERN hopes to benefit from the LHC project in 
the form of knowledge transfers, investment in European-produced hardware, 
international relationships and other spin-offs.  The most famous spin-off from a former 
CERN project is the World Wide Web. The World Wide Web was invented by Tim 




The LHC is a circular accelerator with a length of 27 km. It accommodates 4 major 
experiments named ALICE, ATLAS, CMS, and LHCb. All of them have their own 
detectors on the LHC particle accelerator ring. This report has been written to contribute 
to the CMS experiment development. 
 
Although the CMS experiment is not the biggest experiment built on the LHC (it is 21 
metres long and 16 meters in diameter), it is the most massive one (it weights 12,500 
tonnes). The complex design of the CMS detector makes it very suitable to track muons, 
although other particles can be tracked as well. To accomplish this goal, 78,200,000 
different read-out channels are used in the detector.  
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Once the experiment is running, data will be coming out of the experiment in separate 
streams with a total throughput of 225 MB/second. This data will be analysed by a 
science community of over 2500 members of 159 institutes in 36 countries [15] to see if 
special events have occurred. These events can be the beginning of new discoveries or 
proof theories. For this reason it is important to make the event data available to this 
global community as fast as possible. 
 
1.3 Data Acquisition 
 
The actual data rates the detector produces are much higher, because detector-events take 
place at a frequency of 40 MHz. An event has the data size of O(1) MB. Since the data 
creation speed is too high to export all data, the data of only 1 of the 105 events is 
selected to be exported from the experiment to the storage systems (this process is called 
the data acquisition of the detector). Because this drastic selection of events demands a 
fast decision making system that knows which of the events are important, a 2-layer 
selection system is used. The first step (called the Level-1 Trigger) reduces the frequency 
to 100 kHz and the second step (called the High-level trigger) reduces the frequency to 
100 Hz. 
1.4 The Grid 
 
Grid technology can be used to create a distributed computing system. To store, distribute 
and analyse the data from the CMS detector, the LHC Computing Grid (LCG) is used. 
The LCG is a distributed computing system built to support the physics community that 
will use the LHC [3].  
 
The LCG consists of a number of cooperating computer farms located at computer 
centres spread around the world (besides CERN computing centres at Caltech, MIT, 
RWTH Aachen, Taiwanese universities, INFN Pisa and many other institutes will be 
used). While some centres are more direct connected to the experiment data source than 
others (and mostly offer more system resources to the LCG), the proposed service 
architecture of the LCG is hierarchical. On top of this LCG service architecture is the 
computer farm that is direct connected to the experiment computer farm, named the 
Tier0. The Tier0 is connected through high-speed connections to several Tier1-centers 
which are part of the second layer of computing farms in the LCG. These Tier1 centres 
are connected again to other LCG-elements in the LCG network of equal or smaller size 
than the Tier1 centre itself, and so on. They are connected this way directly or indirectly 
to a set of TierNs with N >0. A Tier5, for example, is just a desktop computer running 
physics analysis software. Every TierN element in the CMS LCG structure has its own 
responsibility in the global CMS-data physics analysis tasks. 
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Figure 1: Proposed service architecture and service level at LCG Tiers (based on [3]) 
 
The CMS experiment is connected to the LCG using a high-speed connection within the 
Tier0 element. The tasks of this Tier0-element consist of the transfer of the content of the 
data-buffers in the experiment computing farm, the reconstruction of the acquired data 
into physics event data and the distribution of these reconstructed events to other parts in 
the LCG infrastructure. These tasks enable other sites (the TierNs with N>0) in the LCG 
to analyze the data generated by the CMS experiment. To accomplish this goal, the Tier0 
uses a number of disk servers. Disk servers were chosen because they are the cheapest 
type of hardware that can handle the throughput of the data streams coming out of the 
experiment. Following the choice of the type of hardware, a number of challenges for the 
system present themselves. These are related to improvement of the maximum dataflow 
throughput on disk servers, disk usage and sojourn times in this Tier0 LCG-element. 
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 2 Problem background 
 
2.1 Tier0 tasks 
 
To understand the dataflow problems of the Tier0 it is necessary to know more about the 
specific tasks of this Tier0 element within the LCG. This chapter explains these tasks in 
more detail. 
2.1.1 Data reconstruction 
 
If an experiment is running, the event data originating from the detector sensors need to 
be interpreted within the context of the detector state during the measurements. For 
example a change in the strength of the magnetic field changes the measured values. The 
detector configurations can also have influence on the sensor results. This influence 
needs to be removed from the event data. In order to do this, the Tier0 uses additional 
(non-event) data streams coming from the detector. The non-event data in these streams 
includes descriptions of detector states and configurations over time. The process that 
transforms the event data into pure physics events data is called data reconstruction. After 


















Figure 2: An overview of the automatic data-processing environment for the Tier0 [based on 13]. 
The data coming form the experiment computing farm, will be stored in a temporary raw data 
pool. This data will be used and transferred by the Tier0 job-processing machines jobs. These 
jobs will be scheduled by a Load Sharing Facility which will use prioritized job queues. 
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The data reconstruction process is one of the major bottlenecks in the full LCG 
architecture, since every bit of experimental data that is going to be used in the entire 
LCG has to be reconstructed first by the Tier0. That makes it necessary to make the 
dataflow properties for this process as good as possible.  
 
To deal with this bottleneck the architecture in figure 2 is proposed. It consists of the 
following parts: 
 
• The CMS experiment that generates event data and gives non-event data to 
support the reconstruction process. The component of the experiment that 
communicates with the Tier0 is the online computer farm.  
• A temporary raw data pool (called the Tier0 input buffer) where experimental 
data is stored before being processed by the Tier0 
• A tool that is able to feed the job processing machines (which are doing the data 
reconstruction) in a way that the average waiting time is minimized and the 
throughput is maximized 
• Tier0 job-processing machines with a Load Sharing Facility (LSF) [17] installed. 
The LSF has several job-queues with different priorities. The LSF sends the jobs 
to different machines according to the queues they are placed in and the 
configuration of the LSF system 
• A monitoring tool providing information about several aspects of running the job 
 
 
The Tier0 process has to meet two goals. The first goal is to maximize the data 
throughput from the temporary raw data pool to the Tier0 job processing machines. The 
second goal is to minimize queuing times of the data before being processed in the Tier0 
job processing machines. These goals must be combined with the overall aim of the 
reconstruction system: all data in the temporary raw data pool must be reconstructed. 
 
The job queuing problem focuses on developing a tool that is able to feed the LSF-queues 
in an improved way. The model in the previous figure shows that this job queue feed 
system has monitoring data and the temporary raw data pool as inputs. Based on this 
data, the system has to decide the prioritization of jobs to the LSF system in such a way 
that the goals are handled in the best possible way. 
 
Given the available resources for this project, the development of the described job queue 
feeder tool goes beyond the scope of this thesis. Instead, only a part of the problem will 
be covered in detail in this thesis (in appendix “F.2 Batch system and Grid view” 
solutions based on literature will be described). The part selected to be covered deals with 
the Tier0 input buffer which stores the data temporarily prior to reconstruction. 
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 2.1.2 Online buffer readout  
 
The Tier0 input buffer system has to readout the detector data buffers and to supply this 
data for the Tier0 jobs as input, for reconstruction. The Tier0 input buffer has the 
architecture described in the following figure. 
 
 
Figure 3 Tier0 input buffer dataflow. The number of read and write actions and data streams is an 
example in this model. The Tier0 process is a job in the Tier0 job processing machines as 
described before in section “2.1.1 Data reconstruction”, the bits on the left are reconstructed to 
physics events on the right. 
 
The data in Figure 3 comes in different streams of 2Gb files from the CMS online 
computing farm (the computing farm located directly at the experiment site) to the Tier0 
input buffer with a total volume of about 225 MB/s [13]. This means that the Tier0 input 
buffer must be able to write data coming from different streams to the disk (using a FIFO 
scheduler to decide which file will be written to disk first) with at least a total write speed 
of 225 MB/s, this while that data must be read simultaneously from the same disk servers 
(using a First Available Item First Out scheduler, this is a FIFO scheduler which skips 
items which are not available to read at the moment it was supposed to be started to be 
read) as well.  
 
The Tier0 input buffer should be capable of transferring the contents of the disk servers 
in a way that limits the amount of currently stored data on a disk server to at most the 
total disk size (of that server). The input stream is not controlled by the input buffer itself 
(because the data is being pushed from the online computer farm, which is not being 
controlled by the Tier0) but the buffer must be capable of accepting data without having 
space problems. 
 
Because the input data streams of the Tier0 input buffer are not controllable by the buffer 
itself, it must be ready to accept data at all times. The result is that both the write and read 




The question for the Tier0 input buffer is to find the best solution to fulfil the tasks 
described before with the smallest amount of resources.   
To judge the effectiveness of the Tier0 input buffer, different requirement properties can 
be used. The most important are: 
 
- [reqprop1] : number of disk servers used 
- [reqprop2] : the total size of the disks used  
- [reqprop3] : total throughput of the system 
- [reqprop4] : sojourn-times of items in the system 
2.2 Method of working 
 
The performance of many of the elements of the Tier0 input buffer depends on actions of 
the others. As an example, the number of simultaneous write actions influences the total 
write speed of a disk. But the number of read actions on a disk also has an influence on 
the total write speed. Because the read actions on the Tier0 input buffer are controlled by 
a different controller than the write actions, calculations about the Tier0 input buffer 
performance turn out to be rather complicated. The construction of an analytical model of 
the Tier0 buffer therefore is not a feasible option. This is explained in more detail in 
section ”3.3 The Tier0 input buffer problem as a queuing network”. 
 
A more convenient method to research the Tier0 input buffer performance is to build a 
system and see how it works. The Tier0 input buffer is a large, expensive system. The 
system must be capable of storing huge amounts of data coming from data streams with 
large volumes. This makes it expensive to implement realistic prototypes to see if a Tier0 
input buffer system works. For this reason the chosen research method for the Tier0 input 
buffer is not the building of a realistic prototype. Since it is an expensive system, 
preliminary research to find a good starting point is needed. This is what this research 
does. 
 
A method that is capable of dealing with the properties of the relevant parts in the Tier0 
input buffer without the need for high investments in hardware is simulation. The 
behaviour of the different parts and their dependencies is modelled and the resulting 
model is fed into a simulation engine. The outcomes of these simulations give 
information about the influence on the overall Tier0 input buffer performance of different 
set-ups in the Tier0 input buffer. For this thesis simulation is the method chosen to 
compare different set-ups and scenarios with each other. 
2.2.1 The benefit of scheduling in the Tier0 input buffer problem 
 
Because the first task of the Tier0 input buffer is to accept data from the online 
computing farm and to store this data on disks, a disk server setup, which gives high 
priority to writing is most suitable. This means that the write speed is much higher than 
the read speed when both actions take place at the same time. A benchmark was 
performed [16] that compares the effect of various combinations of concurrent reading 
and writing processes on each other and confirms this. According to the same 
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benchmarks [16] the maximum disk write and read speeds of the proposed disk server are 
not enough to meet the Tier0 input buffer requirements. For this reason more than one 
disk server is needed for the Tier0 input buffer. We will consider situations in which 
there are several disk servers available, which may be reading, or writing data, or both. 
 
Since disk servers perform better when read and write actions are separated in time 
(according to [16]), the best performance with the smallest number of disk servers is 
reached if these actions are split into periods of reading and periods of writing per disk 
server. But a disk server cannot stay in a read or write period too long, because the disks 
in a disk server will become full or empty. Write operations to a full disk will lose data, 
which is not acceptable. Empty disks that are supposed to be read can only be idle and 
cause a deterioration of the total capabilities of the system. Therefore, the alternation of 
reading and writing periods has to be chosen carefully. 
 
To alternate these disk read and write periods, different scheduling mechanisms can be 
used. Literature (like [12]) provides some possibilities to apply to this situation. The 
expectation is that different scheduling disciplines will result in different properties of the 
Tier0 input buffer. Note that the scheduling deals with the choice which will be the next 
disk server to change mode, not with the scheduling to the write or read actions 
themselves. 
2.2.2 Alternatives for disk access patterns 
 
As mentioned before disk servers perform better when read and write actions on a disk 
server are separated. For this reason the scheduling of read and write phases has been 
introduced. But not only is the used scheduling discipline a parameter that can be varied 
to change the performance of a system. The moment an action (the change of disk phase) 
is required is also a parameter, as is the strictness of the separation of read and write 
actions. This chapter deals with different approaches to handle disk scheduling. 
 
 
Mixed mode disk servers 
 
The first proposed scenario for disk server scheduling assigns only the write actions to 
the different disk servers. This means that disk servers are continuously reading data 
stored on the disks, unless there is no data available to be read from that disk server 
anymore. In this scenario, the scheduler has to make sure that the disk servers are not 
written all the time, because then either the disks get flooded or just a fraction of the 




• No controller needed to schedule read actions. 
Disadvantages:  
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• Data can come out of the Tier0 input buffer with low speed. This can slow down 
other jobs after the Tier0 input buffer that need this data. 
 
Split mode disk servers 
 
Fixed time change-triggers 
 
The fixed time change-trigger controls the data stream and input buffer by a mechanism 
that can work independently, i.e. without taking feedback from the system into account. 
This has the advantage that the design for this mechanism is relatively simple. There is no 
external communication involved in the decisions the mechanism has to make. Because 
of that, the input-buffer disk servers run totally independent from each other and change 
the disk server modes at fixed time periods. 
 
Advantages: 
• Simple to implement controller needed,  because the controller needs no inputs 
from the different disk servers 
• Already some advantages from split read and write phases 
Disadvantages: 
• No use of knowledge about the system state. This causes less flexibility in the 
scenario. 
 
Statistics driven change-triggers 
 
Because scheduling several disk servers in read or write modes using feedback from the 
system is considered to improve the performance of the system, a meta scheduling 
discipline has to be employed to schedule read and write phases over the servers in such a 
way that this feedback is useful for making decisions about which disk goes to which 
mode. If a disk server is in a writing phase (which means that only write actions on the 
disks from the disk server take place), it is called to be in write mode. If it is in a reading 
phase, it is called to be in read mode. In case a server is not reading or writing something 
it is still called to be in either read mode or write mode. The mode of a server only 
restricts the server with respect to certain actions on its disks there is no restriction on 
idleness or busyness depending on the disk server mode. 
 
a) Triggered by empty disk state 
 
The first possibility to include server feedback uses a trigger sent out by the system when 
a disk server does not contain any items any more (the OnEmpty trigger). The disk-server 
that sends out the trigger has to change its mode from read to write, since there is no data 
available to read anymore. Since the number of disk servers in read mode and the number 
of disk server in write mode has to stay constant, another disk server has to go from write 
mode to read mode (in our simulations the number of disk servers in write mode is 4 and 
the number of servers in read mode is 2; the difference arises from the ratio of read to 




• A disk pack will be completely emptied every cycle, because a read action 
continues until every item is read.  
• Less idle read time, because disk switches away from read phase if there is 
nothing to read (so no disk is in read-mode if there is no item stored on disk to 
read). 
Disadvantages:  
• Needs a constant process on every disk server that checks the number of items on 
a disk server. 
 
 
b) Triggered by number of items sent 
 
For the ‘number of items sent’ trigger change scenario, things work the same except that 
the changes will be performed in the opposite way. The server that has received a fixed 
(but configurable) number of items changes from write mode to read mode and another 
server has to change from read mode to write mode to keep the number of servers in the 
different modes constant.  
 
Advantages: 
• It is easier to count the number of files sent to a disk server in a simulation than 
counting the number of items stored on a disk server 
• The scenarios are configurable with the number of files being sent to a disk server 
before changing the modes 
Disadvantages: 
• The quality of the disk server performance is not taken into consideration when 
making decisions. 
 
The options mentioned above for the scenario form the distinguishing elements of the 
different simulations. They will be explained in the next chapter. 
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3 Description of the simulation methods used 
 
The aim of the different simulations is to compare different dataflow scenarios to each 
other. To define different scenarios, variations can be made on the queuing discipline 
used and the different definitions of when a server is ready for a change of mode (in the 
context of the queuing discipline used). Queuing theory principles support comparisons 
of these different scenarios by supplying comparable performance parameters. Finally a 
tool to implement, test and run the simulations needs to be chosen. 
3.1 Queuing terminology 
 
Queuing theory concepts can be useful for the comparison of different dataflow 
scenarios. The main concepts (originating from sources [12] and [19]) are explained in 
this section.  
  
Input process: Describes the sequence of requests for service. For the Tier0 input buffer 
problem, the input process consists of different streams which push continuously data 
into the system.  
 
Service Mechanism: This includes characteristics such as the number of servers and the 
available time. The service mechanism for the Tier0 input buffer problem consists of a 
set of disk servers that are available at some time to write items on disk and those that are 
available to read items from disk. 
 
Service time distribution: the mathematical distribution that describes the time it costs 
to process items. For the Tier0 input buffer problem, this time depends on the number of 
simultaneous actions on a disk server 
 
Inter-arrival time: the time between the arrivals of two consecutive items in a queue. In 
the Tier0 input buffer case the inter-arrival time per input stream is very well describable. 
The combined independent data stream inter-arrival time will be more complex. 
 
Sojourn time: the time between the arrival of an item in a system and the departure of 
this same item from of the system. For the Tier0 input buffer problem it is defined as the 
time between the arrival of a file at a disk server and the end of the read action from this 
disk server for this file. 
 
Offered load (α): the product of the mean time that is allocated to a job to be processed 
(τ), and the rate jobs that are flowing into the queue (λ): α=τλ. It is expressed in units 
called “erl”.  
 
Kendall shorthand notation: a/b/c; a specifies the inter-arrival time distribution, b 
specifies the service time distribution, and c specifies the number of services.  For the 
distributions the letter G stands for general distribution, M stands for exponential 
distribution (M stands for memoryless) and D for deterministic times. 
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Occupation rate: On a G/G/c system the occupation rate ρ is defined as: ρ = λτ/χ (χ is 
the number of servers). In other words the offered load divided by the number of servers. 
 
Performance measurement: there are several parameters suitable for performance 
measurement of queuing systems:  
• sojourn or waiting time of a job  
• the distribution of the number of customers in the system  
• the distribution of the amount of work in the system  
• the distribution of the busy period of a server  
 
Pre-emptive-resume policies: a policy where the current job will be paused in favour of 
a new one when the newly arrived job has a higher priority than the currently running 
one. For the Tier0 input buffer problem a read phase is considered to be non-pre-emptive 
if the OnEmpty change trigger is used in combination with a split read/write mode on a 
disk server. 
 
3.2 Queuing disciplines 
 
The expression “queuing discipline” is used in queuing theory to determine the manner in 
which a service handles items received from the input process. It defines the way these 
items will be served, the order in which they are served, and the way in which resources 
are divided between the different services. The queuing discipline is an important 
queuing theory ingredient for the Tier0 input buffer scenarios, because the use of 
different queuing disciplines gives different performance characteristics for the scenarios. 
A couple of examples of queuing disciplines are [12] (appendix “F.1 Scheduling” 
provides more detailed information about queuing disciplines and why the following 
disciplines are the best options for the Tier0 input buffer): 
 
- LIFO (Last In First Out) 
- FIFO (First In First Out) 
- LPTF (Longest Processing Time First) 
- SPTF (Shortest Processing Time First) 
Table 1: Possible queuing disciplines 
 
From a Meta level point of view the queue in the OnEmpty trigger scenario is seen to 
consist of disk servers that are in write mode. The items currently being processed are the 
disk servers in read mode. Because of this, queuing discipline definitions need to be 
adjusted to this situation. LIFO and FIFO mechanisms let the information about which 
disk server was the last or the first disk server that switched from write mode to read 
mode decide which disk server is going to be in read mode next. LPTF and SPTF 
disciplines require having an idea about how much time it costs to completely read a the 
contents of a disk server until it gets empty. For this particular case that means the time it 
takes to read all items stored on a disk server. Because it is assumed that all items on the 
disk server have the same size and the read speed for every disk server is the same, the 
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longest processing time can be attributed to the disk server with the most items stored on 
disk. Similarly, the shortest processing time is attributed to the disk server with the least 
items stored on it. 
 
For the OnNItemsAccepted trigger scenario, things work the other way around. Disk 
servers in read mode are assumed to be queued and disk servers in write mode are being 
processed. To decide which disk server will switch from read mode to write mode, 
different queuing disciplines can be used again. If the LIFO or FIFO discipline has been 
chosen, the system must keep track of the last or first disk server that changed from read 
mode to write mode. For the LPTF and SPTF scenarios a definition of the length of an 
action is obtained by using the load-balancing goal of a write period. The processing time 
of a disk server for a write action is defined as the time (or number of files, because files 
have equal sizes and disk servers have the same speed) it takes to get as many items on a 
disk server as the maximum number of items on a disk server at the same time. In 
practice this means that the LPTF discipline switches the disk server with the smallest 
number of items to a write phase. The SPTF does the same to the disk server containing 
the biggest number of items stored on a disk, unless this number is the largest number of 
items in the whole system (including the disk servers that are already in write mode). 
This last exception is because the aim of the disk scheduling is to balance the number of 
stored items on the disk servers as much as possible. If one disk server already contains 
the most stored items in the whole system, accepting new items will only harm this goal. 
 
3.3 The Tier0 input buffer problem as a queuing network 
 
Queuing theory uses queuing network models as a method to define the different sorts of 
queues and their connections in a particular situation. For the Tier0 input buffer problem 
queuing networks can be used to show how the different queues work together and which 
scheduling discipline is used where.  
 
To introduce the problem from a queuing point of view the naïve data queuing model of 
Figure 4 is given which receives data coming from different streams, queues them to be 
written on one of the disk servers and queues them to be read from the disk where it was 
previously written to. 
 
The number of disk servers in this model is 6 (why this number was chosen will be 
explained in section “3.5 Number of disk servers needed”. Also the connection between 
the different data streams and servers will be explained later). 
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M/G/3 FIFO
Disk 1 Write Actions
M/G/3 FIFO
Disk 2 Write Actions
M/G/3 FIFO
Disk 3 Write Actions
M/G/3 FIFO
Disk 4 Write Actions
M/G/3 FIFO
Disk 5 Write Actions
M/G/3 FIFO
Disk 6 Write Actions
M/G/10 FIFO
Disk 1 Read Actions
M/G/10 FIFO
Disk 2 Read Actions
M/G/10 FIFO
Disk 3 Read Actions
M/G/10 FIFO
Disk 4 Read Actions
M/G/10 FIFO
Disk 5 Read Actions
M/G/10 FIFO





Figure 4: A queuing network representing the naïve Tier0 input buffer problem 
 
Because the real researched situation is not as naïve as proposed in the previous model 
(because there is no connection between the read and write actions on a disk server), a 
Meta scheduler is placed over the read and write actions of the different servers. This 
means that different “Disk read/write actions” services are blocked according to the state 
of this Meta scheduler. Since different disk server state change conditions have been 
used, two different Meta schedulers have been used. 
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Figure 5: The queuing network of the Meta scheduler belonging to an onEmpty, and a fixed time 
change trigger scenario 
 
 
Figure 6: The queuing network of the Meta scheduler belonging to a NItemsAccepted change 
trigger scenario 
 
The service time distribution in the “Future servers to read/write queue” service is 
special. In order to let the number of disk servers in write and read mode stay constant, 
synchronization between the two services has to be performed. This means that as soon 
as the “Processing read/write actions” services processed their queued item, the “Future 
servers to read/write queue” service has to process an item as well. For this reason, the S* 
service time distribution abbreviation is used. 
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This special service time distribution combined with the usage of the two layers (the 
normal naïve layer and the Meta layer) of queuing network to represent the problem 
makes the Tier0 input buffer problem complicated. A lot of the parts are depending on 
each other which increases the overall complexity. This also supports the decision of the 
use of simulation as the research method over an analytical queuing theory method, also 
because there is not much literature about this situation. 
3.4 Overview of different possibilities 
 
To give an overview of the different possibilities for Tier0 scenarios with the properties 
mentioned before this table has been proposed. This table gives an overview of all the 
different scenarios that will be taken into account in this thesis. 
 
 Input buffer disk is empty 
(every item has been read 
and transferred to 
another part of the Tier0) 
Fixed number of items 
have been sent to input 
buffer 
Next disk in read mode is 
the one which went into 
write mode the longest 
time ago 
FIFO on OnEmpty trigger 
 
FIFO on NItemsAccepted 
trigger 
 
Next disk in read mode is 
the one which went into 
write mode the shortest 
time ago 
LIFO on OnEmpty trigger  LIFO on NItemsAccepted 
trigger  
 
Next disk in read mode is 
the one which has the 
most items stored on disk 
LPTF (longest processing 
time first) on OnEmpty 
trigger 
 
LPTF (longest processing 
time first) on 
NItemsAccepted trigger 
 
Next disk in read mode is 
the one which has the least 
items stored on disk 
SPTF (shortest processing 
time first) on OnEmpty 
trigger  
SPTF (shortest processing 
time first) on 
NItemsAccepted trigger 
 
Next disk in read mode is 
a random disk currently 
in write mode 
RND on OnEmpty trigger  RND on NItemsAccepted 
trigger 
 
Table 2: Checked possibilities for the OnEmpty and OnNITemsAccepted triggered scenarios 
Besides the previous mentioned scenarios, the fixed time disk server state change 
scenario and the mixed read/write mode disk servers have to be taken into account. 
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Also a table containing the expectations of the different scenarios will be given. These 
expectations are based on some quick calculations and can be compared with the 
conclusions that will be made after the different scenarios have been compared with each 
other. 
 
Scenario property Expected advantages Expected disadvantages 
FIFO Fair scheduler: every disk 
gets into read mode in each 
turn. Not much variance in 
the queuing times. Disk 
usage is minimized if an 
OnEmpty trigger is used. 
Not flexible to let the 
scenario react to changes in 
disk server properties. 
No items with short sojourn 
times. 
LIFO A high percentage of jobs 
get short queuing times. 
Some of the jobs get very 
long queuing times. Much 
variation in queuing times 
and disk usage. 
Complicated controller 
needed. 
LPTF (longest processing 
time first)  
Less disk space needed. 




SPTF (shortest processing 
time first)  
A high percentage of jobs 
get short queuing times.  
Some jobs get very long 
queuing times. Much 
variation in queuing times 
and disk usage. 
Complicated controller 
needed. 
OnEmpty change trigger No items are left on a disk 
after it has been read out. 
The disk server state 
changes rates are irregular, 
this increases the deviation 
on the sojourn times 
OnNItemsAccepted change 
trigger 
Disk servers get equal 
loads. 
Items can be left on a disk 
server, even after a readout 
phase. This causes a heavy 
rise of the sojourn times. 
Fixed time change trigger Predictable disk server state 
changes will cause low 
variance on the sojourn 
times. 
Items can be left on a disk 
server, even after a readout 
phase. This causes a heavy 
rise of the sojourn times. 
Mixed read/write mode Better performance of the 
disk servers because more 
resources are available to 
read and write items on 
disk. 
 
Table 3: Expected properties of the different scenarios 
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3.5 Number of disk servers needed 
 
One of the properties that can be used to judge the effectiveness of the system is the 
number of disks required to do the task ([reqprop1]). This number of disks cannot be 
concluded directly from the outcome of a simulation, however in order to determine it, 
the outcome of several simulations (each with a different input model with a different 
number of disks) needs to be examined. A continuously growing number of items on a 
disk indicates that the number of disks is too low. The goal is to use the smallest number 
of disks capable of accomplishing all tasks. For the comparison of different scenarios it is 
preferable to use the amount of resources that is just on the border of being enough. This 
because the differences between the scenarios will be clearer compared to the situation 
where a lot of spare capacity is available. . If the number of items during a simulation has 
a rising trend, it can be concluded that the number of used disk servers is too small. 
 
- [reqprop1] : number of disk servers used 
- [reqprop2] : the total size of the disks used  
- [reqprop3] : total throughput of the system 
- [reqprop4] : sojourn-times of items in the system 
Table 4: Properties that can be used to compare different disk server set-ups 
 
Because the best read and write performance is achieved when there is no possibility to 
do any simultaneous read and write actions [16] and because of the condition that an 
input stream cannot be paused and no data may be lost from the input streams, the 
minimal number of disk can be calculated as follows: 
 
The total number of needed input buffers = 
the number of input buffers needed to write the data from the streams on disk + 
the number of input buffers needed to read this data back from the disk 
 
For the computing of "the number of input buffers needed to write the data from the 
streams on disk" part, data from the graph of the benchmark [16] for write streams on the 
same server is needed.  


















Table 5: Write throughputs according to the number of simultaneous write actions 
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To compute the number of needed input buffers, 2 conditions have to be met: 
  
1. The total write throughput of the input buffers must be over 225 MB/s 
2. The total of simultaneous write actions must be at least 10 (the amount of different 
input streams on the Tier0 input buffer has not yet been decided, 10 input streams are 
assumed to be enough to cover this problem)  
  
For this computation the following table below was used. This table lists the number of 
input buffers needed to fulfil both conditions.   
  
Number of 










 for 10 
s 
Final number of needed input buffers 
um of needed input buffers for 
hput and 10 streams) 
1 75.2 75.2 3 10 10
2 38.1 76.2 3 5 5
3 21.3 63.9 4 4 4
4 14.5 58 4 3 4
5 11.9 59.5 4 2 4
6 9.6 57.6 4 2 4
7 8.1 56.7 4 2 4
8 7.1 56.8 4 2 4
9 6.8 61.2 4 2 4
10 3.2 32 8 1 8
11 2.6 28.6 8 1 8
Table 6: Table to compute the number of input buffers to reach the asked write speed 
 
The number of “Input buffers needed for throughput” is computed by dividing 225 MB/s 
(the total speed of the input streams) by the “total throughput (MB/s)”. The number of 
“Input buffers needed for 10 streams” is computed by dividing 10 (the number of 
necessary simultaneous actions to accept all data streams) by the “Number of sim. Write 
actions”. 
 
It can be concluded from this table that the minimum number of input buffers to fulfil the 
requirements is 4. With those 4 input buffers up to 4·9=36 simultaneous write actions can 
be handled. 
  
The same method can be used to obtain "the number of input buffers needed to read this 
data back from the disk”. The only difference is that there is no condition of at least 10 
















needed for 1 
streams 
Final number of 
needed input 
buffers 
1 102.9 102.9 3 1 3
2 56.5 113 2 1 2
3 38.6 115.8 2 1 2
4 29 116 2 1 2
5 22.6 113 2 1 2
6 19.4 116.4 2 1 2
7 16.5 115.5 2 1 2
8 14.2 113.6 2 1 2
9 13 117 2 1 2
10 11.3 113 2 1 2
11 10.3 113.3 2 1 2
Table 7: Table to compute the number of input buffers to fulfil the asked read speed 
 
It can be concluded from this table that the minimum number of input buffers to fulfil the 
requirements for reading is 2. With those 2 input buffers up to 2·11=22 simultaneous read 
actions can be handled. 
  
So the answer to the complete question is: you need 4 + 2 = 6 equal input buffers, these 6 
input buffers can handle up to 36 (9 (the maximum number of simultaneous write actions 
on 4 disk servers that can handle 225 MB/s) times 4 (the number of disk servers to write)) 
simultaneous write actions and 22 (11 (the maximum number of simultaneous read 
actions on 2 disk servers that can handle 225 MB/s) times 2 (the number of disk servers 
to read)) read actions.  
 
3.6 Yasper (Petri nets) 
 
As mentioned in section “2.2 Method of working”, simulation is the selected method to 
compare different scenarios with each other. We considered several tools (see “Appendix 
E Motivation for the chosen crosschecking method”). The tool selected to do this 
simulation is Yasper. Yasper is a tool for both modelling and simulating stepwise 
processes, developed at the Computer Science Department of the Eindhoven University 
of Technology. The technique used to model these processes is a time extended Petri Net. 
For this research this model technique is suitable because the dataflow in the Tier0 can be 
modelled as a process. 
3.6.1 Yasper data analysis 
 
The results from the Yasper simulations are interpreted in two ways. The first way 
interprets the results according to the case-view. This means only properties of individual 
cases are used to make conclusions about the simulated dataflow scenario. This 
interpretation provides statistics about running times of items in the system, or tracking 
information of items in the system. 
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The second possibility to interpret the simulation results focuses on the number of items 
present in the simulated system over time. To use this interpretation the Yassim 
simulation results have to be parsed to a new format. The method used to parse this data 
is described in the appendix of this report. The results of this interpretation method 
provide us with statistics about disk buffer usage in the simulated situation. Also 
congestions in the systems are easy to detect with this interpretation method. 
 
3.6.2 The connection between Yasper and Queuing theory 
 
The previous section explained some useful queuing theory notions. In this section these 
notions are coupled to possibilities to compute the values belonging to the different 
situations with the chosen simulation tool Yasper. 
 
Input process: The input process in Yasper is usually modelled by an emitter box. The 
standard input process in Yasper uses a gamma distribution with a configurable average 
inter-arrival time and standard deviation on this inter-arrival time. 
 
Service Mechanism: In Yasper this can be defined by the number of modelled 
processing items and special places that administrate the availability of these modelled 
processing items. 
 
Service time distribution: In Yasper the standard service time distribution of a transition 
is the gamma distribution. 
 
Inter-arrival time: In Yasper the inter-arrival time can only be computed by studying 
individual case data. 
 
Sojourn time: In Yasper the sojourn time is known as the cycle time (standard output 
item of Yasper) provided the simulated model consists of only the system that the sojourn 
time is being measured from. 
 
Offered load (α): In Yasper the mean time is one of the results from a simulation and the 
rate of jobs flowing into the queue can be configured in the model (by setting the mean 
work time of an emitter box).  
 
The distribution of the number of customers in the system: can be reconstructed from 
the Yasper case data 
 
The distribution of the amount of work in the system: part of the standard Yasper 
output (predefined roles return the “% busy” parameter) 
 




Pre-emptive-resume policies: In Yasper, cases usually are pre-emptive unless the 
processing in transitions is split into different actions. 
 
3.6.3 Crosschecking Yasper models 
 
When simulation is used to research properties of processes, first a process has to be 
abstracted to a model that can be simulated. This abstraction can be influenced by at least 
the chosen simulation method, the simulation program used and the interpretation of the 
person who created the model. This influence is an effect that can pollute the results 
measured from the simulations. It is therefore the aim to minimize this influence to get 
the most realistic simulation results. 
 
Recognition of these influences is not easy because there is no clean definition of a good 
abstracted simulation model without any influences. But there are some solutions, which 
can help use the influenced results in a proper way. The first solution is to lower the 
expectations of the reality-level of the simulation. In the severest case only relative 
comparisons of different simulations can be used to draw conclusions. 
 
Another possibility is to model the same situation in a different formalism, with another 
simulation method and have it modelled by a person with another view of the problem. If 
the results from different simulations of the same model properties are compared to each 
other, an indication of the model (and not situation-) specific influence on these results 
can be obtained. Three possible candidate methods to fulfil this crosscheck have been 
compared with each other, emphasizing the above mentioned criteria to get the best 
results to identify the model-influences from the Yasper-models: WinPepsy, CPN/Tools 
and GPSS. The choice fell on GPSS. The detailed argumentation for this choice is stated 
in section “Appendix E Motivation for the chosen crosschecking method”. 
 
The selected parts to be crosschecked 
 
Next to the selection of the crosschecking tool, the parts of the model that have to be 
crosschecked have to be selected. To make this selection, the parts that will be defined in 
the “General model requirements” section have been used. The following table lists the 
parts and their used method for crosschecking. 
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Part to be checked Used method to check 
Queuing discipline Checked in interactive run mode of Yasper 
Counter to compare different 
number of stored items 
Checked in interactive run mode of Yasper 
Write server Checked with GPSS/Yasper models readboxtest 
Read server Checked with GPSS/Yasper models readboxtest 
Read/write splitter Checked in interactive run mode of Yasper 
Data generator Standard part of Yasper, tested indirect with 
GPSS/Yasper models globalsystemtest, 
globalsystemtestOnEmpty and 
globalsystemtestOnItemsAccepted 
Stream to server matchmaker Checked in interactive run mode of Yasper 
Counter to count number of 
items sent 
Checked in interactive run mode of Yasper 
Data collector Standard part of Yasper, tested indirect with 
GPSS/Yasper models globalsystemtest, 
globalsystemtestOnEmpty and 
globalsystemtestOnItemsAccepted 
Data storage Tested indirect with GPSS/Yasper models 
globalsystemtest, globalsystemtestOnEmpty and 
globalsystemtestOnItemsAccepted 
Empty disk checked Tested indirect with GPSS/Yasper models 
globalsystemtestOnEmpty 
Startup-unit Checked in interactive run mode of Yasper 
Overall fixed time change Tested with GPSS/Yasper models globalsystemtest 
Overall OnEmpty Tested with GPSS/Yasper models 
globalsystemtestOnEmpty 
Overall OnNItemsAccepted Tested with GPSS/Yasper models 
globalsystemtestOnItemsAccepted 
Table 8: Overview of the model items that need to be checked 
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4 Implementations 
4.1 Model description 
 
As mentioned in section “3.6 Yasper (Petri nets)” , the Yasper tool is used to run the 
simulations. This tool needs Petri Net models as an input to specify the simulated 
situations. For this reason the selected scenarios need to be specified in Petri Net models. 
 
Since all of the selected scenarios have many elements in common, the Petri Net models 
of these elements (called components) can be reused for different scenarios.  
 
 
Figure 7: The connections between the different components of the used Petri Net models 
 
In order to give an impression of the size and connectivity of the models needed to 
simulate various scenarios for the Tier0 input buffer, we first present a model for a 
particular scenario in terms of the components they use and the connections between 
those components. As is clear from Figure 7, the net has a very modular structure. Only 
the connections needed for coordination need to be changed in this case.   
 
In this section these components and their purpose are described. The components are 
numbered for easy reference later on when we give an overview of which components are 
used in what model. The complete models will be explained later on in “Appendix C 
Detailed model descriptions”. 
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4.1.1 Model components 
 
Scheduler (Queuing discipline) (1) 
For the statistics driven scenarios (see 2.2.2 Alternatives for disk access patterns), a 
component is needed that decides which disk server will change its mode to compensate 
for the fact that another server changed its mode. This scheduler component enforces the 
queuing behaviour that has been chosen for the particular scenario. Several schedulers 
have been implemented, one for each queuing discipline. The schedulers for the SPTF 
and LPTF disciplines use as input a place representing the number of items stored on a 
disk and the triggers sent out if a server has changed its mode. The output goes to the 
mode controllers of a disk server. The schedulers for the FIFO and LIFO do not require 
this particular input place.  
 
Counter to compare different number of stored items (1A) 
 
When SPTF or LPTF is chosen as the queuing discipline for the simulation model, a 
counter is a necessary part of this model. The counter’s task is to compare the number of 
tokens stored in different places, and give back a token corresponding to the place where 
most of the items are stored (or fewest, as the case requires). 
 
Write server (2) 
The write server is the part that simulates the write actions on a disk server. As input it 
has a data item place (data that comes from one of the input-streams) and a connection to 
the disk server controller which tells the write server if it is currently enabled or disabled 
(according to the mode the entire disk server is in). The output is connected to a place 
representing the number of items stored on the disk. 
 
Read server (3) 
 
The read server was modelled in almost the same way as the write server. The differences 
are the symbolic function of the model part (a read server simulates the read actions on a 
disk instead of the write actions, read actions can have different speeds or a different 
maximum number of simultaneous actions in comparison to write actions) and different 
input and output connections. The input-place of the read server is the output place of a 
write server that represents the number of items stored on the disk that is; the other input 
place is the connection to the disk server mode controller. The output from the read 
server is to a place for the data collector. 
 
Read/write splitter (4) 
 
The read/write splitter prevents a disk server to be in write and read mode at the same 
time. Because simultaneous read and write actions have different performance 
characteristics than separate read or write actions, these actions have been declared 




Data generator (5) 
 
The data generator is the part in the models that is responsible for the generation of the 
data-items. It has to represent two important properties of the system. The first property is 
the output of the files coming from the data streams to the input buffer and the second 
property is the number of streams that input to the data buffers simultaneously. 
 
Stream to server matchmaker (5A) 
 
The stream to server matchmaker is responsible for mapping the different streams to the 
disk servers in write mode (because only disk servers in write mode are allowed to accept 
new files from streams). Because the collection of disks in write mode is dynamic, the 
stream to server matchmaker must be flexible in its connections with the different 
streams and servers. 
 
Counter for the number of items sent (5B) 
 
In the scenarios where a disk server changes mode after a number of items have been sent 
to this server, a counter must keep track of the number of items already sent to this disk 
server. After a pre-defined number of items have been sent to a particular disk server, it is 
required to send a token to start a mode change of the server. 
 
Data collector (6) 
 
The data collector is the part of the model that data items have to be sent to. After the 
arrival of a data-item in one of these places, the processing by the Tier0 input buffer is 
considered complete. The properties (like mentioned in Table 35: Case attribute 
descriptions) of this data item’s dataflow are stored and the data item is considered to be 
ready for the input-buffer dataflow. 
 
Data storage (7) 
 
The data storage part of a model represents the total number of items stored on disk of a 
disk server. This number is used for the calculation of the number if items stored in a disk 
to make a decision in LPTF and SPTF scenarios, and it is used to send out the OnEmpty 
trigger of the disk-server. 
 
Empty disk checker (7A) 
 
The empty disk checker checks if all disks on a disk server are empty after the disk server 




For some situations it is necessary to postpone the first scheduling action from the start of 
the simulation to a later moment. At the beginning of the simulation all simulated disks 
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can be empty. This causes an OnEmpty trigger to be sent out if a statistics driven trigger 
on the empty disk scenario is used in the simulation-model. Since there is no item stored 
on any disk, there is a continued firing of OnEmpty triggers (which costs 0 seconds in 
time). This prevents the time to advance and a deadlock situation is reached. For this 
reason the disk mode controller waits for a specific period so that at least some items can 
be stored on disk, and it enables the disk mode controller afterwards. 
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4.1.2 Components to models table 
 
Not every model needs to contain every component to simulate the represented dataflow 
scenario. Which scenario needs which component is presented in the next table. 
 1 1A 2 3 4 5 5A 5B 6 7 7A 8 
FIFO on 
OnEmpty trigger 
FIFO  X X X X X  X X X X 
LIFO on 
OnEmpty trigger 







































RND  X X X X X X X X   
Mixed Mode SMOD X X X Semi X X  X X X X 
Fixed Time 
Change Scenario 
FIFO  X X X X X  X X   
SLOD = Select Disk Server with the least items on disk 
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SMOD = Select Disk Server with the most items on disk 
Table 9: Components to models table 
4.1.3 Alternative views on disk server state scheduling 
 
In the section “4.1.1 Model components”, the global view of the different scenarios has 
been presented as a dataflow view. To clarify the mode of operation of the disk phase 
scheduling (as mentioned in section “2.2.2 Alternatives for disk access patterns”), this 
section presents diagrams showing the action sequences of the different disk servers that 
are using disk phase scheduling. Different disk server state change triggers have different 
diagrams.  
 
The first diagram shows the situation of a server in a statistics-driven change trigger 




Figure 8: Flowchart of the OnNItemsAccepted scenario 
 
The second diagram, Figure 9, shows the situation of a server in a statistics-driven change 
trigger scenario where the trigger is sent out after a disk has been readout completely (the 
onEmpty trigger has been sent). 
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 Figure 9: Flowchart of the OnEmpty scenario 
 
Another view on the disk server state scheduling problem is the disk server view. What 
action sequences take place on the disk server and how these actions rely on each other is 
explained in the next few diagrams. 
 
The diagram in Figure 10 shows the action sequences for a disk server whose state is 
changed after x items have been accepted. 
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Figure 10: Disk server view of an OnNItemsAccepted scheduled disk server 
 
Finally, the diagram in Figure 11 shows the action sequences for a disk server which state 
is scheduled using a trigger after disk has been completely readout (onEmpty trigger). 
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Figure 11: Disk server view of an OnEmpty scheduled disk server 
 
The diagrams shown should provide sufficient detail to create simulation models for the 
different scheduled disk server dataflow scenarios. Further details of the models can be 
found in “Appendix C Detailed model descriptions”. 
4.2 Used GPSS models 
 
As mentioned in section “3.6.3 Crosschecking Yasper models” different parts of models 
need to be crosschecked with a tool. The selected tool (see “Appendix E Motivation for 
the chosen crosschecking method”) to do this crosschecking is GPSS. In this section the 
GPSS models used to do this crosschecking are presented. In section “5.2 GPSS 
Crosschecking” the results of this GPSS crosscheck will be presented.  
 
In the next table the model(part)s that need to be checked (coming from the section “3.6.3 
Crosschecking Yasper models”) are coupled to a specific GPSS model to do the 
crosschecking. Next to the GPSS model a simplified Petri Net model of the used dataflow 
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scenarios models has been used to compare the results and do the actual crosscheck. This 
Petri net model is simplified in a way that it only contains the functionality that needs to 
be crosschecked. 
 
Part to be checked Used method to check 
Write server Checked with GPSS/Yasper models readboxtest 
Read server Checked with GPSS/Yasper models readboxtest 
Overall fixed time change Tested with GPSS/Yasper models globalsystemtest 
Overall OnEmpty Tested with GPSS/Yasper models globalsystemtestOnEmpty 
Overall OnNItemsAccepted Tested with GPSS/Yasper models 
globalsystemtestOnItemsAccepted 
Table 10: The simulated parts that need to be crosschecked using GPSS models 
4.2.1 Readboxtest.gpss 
 
The readboxtest GPSS model is used to crosscheck the write and read server components 
in the Yasper models. The special properties of these components are the adjustability of 
read and write times according to the number of simultaneous actions on one disk server. 
 
The results of this GPSS simulation need to be compared with the results from the 
simulation of the following Petri Net: 
 
 
Figure 12: The used Petri Net model for the readboxtest GPSS crosscheck 
 
The read box in this model is the same as explained in section “Appendix C Detailed 
model descriptions” called read or write disk server and models the behaviour described 
in 4.1.1 Model components in the sections “Read server” and “Write server”. 
 
The GPSS model has the same structure as the pseudo code for the read/write disk server 
after Figure 57 A model of a read or a write disk server). The biggest difference with the 
pseudo code is that in stead of using a variable, a GPSS STORAGE element keeps track 
of the number of simultaneous actions on a disk. 
 
The complete GPSS model can be found in “Appendix G Used GPSS Models”. 
4.2.2 The OnEmpty overall model crosscheck 
 
The first overall model crosscheck checks the scenarios which use the OnEmpty change 
trigger. For this reason complicated components have been replaced by simple transitions 
in the model of the FIFO OnEmpty scenario (as described in “Appendix C Detailed 
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model descriptions”). Also the number of streams and servers in the model has been 
decreased to respectively 1 and 3 to let the model focus on the OnEmpty overall model. 
 
These changes result in the following Petri net: 
 
Figure 13: The Petri Net model for the global onEmpty triggered scenario GPSS crosscheck 
 
On the upper side of the model is a FIFO scheduler which schedules the disk states and 
changes the states whenever the disk server that is in a read state has no items stored on 
its disks anymore. On the lower half of the model the actual dataflow goes from the 
emitter (the yellow box on the left with an E on it) to the consumer boxes (the yellow 
boxes on the right with a C on it). 
 
To crosscheck this overall model in GPSS, a GPSS model that implements the following 




Disk 1 empty and has 
disk 2 stored items?
Disk 2 empty and has 
disk 3 stored items?
Disk 3 empty and has 
disk 1 stored items?
NO NO NO
Put disk 1 in write, 
disk 2 in read
YES
Put disk 3 in write, 
disk 1 in read
Put disk 2 in write, 
disk 3 in read
YES
YES
Put disk 2 in read, 
disk 1 in write and 
wait 50 sec
Put disk 1 in read, 
disk 2 and 3 in 
write and wait 50 
sec
Put disk 3 in read, 
disk 2 in write and 
wait 50 sec
Put disk 1 in read, 




mod 1) ≥ 0.5
WAIT 0.5 sec
Generated item
Disk server 1 
in write?TRUE
Disk server 3 
in write?FALSE
Execute write 




action on disk 
server 1
Execute write 
action on disk 
server 3
Execute read 




action on disk 
server 2
Execute read 
action on disk 
server 2
NO Wait till disk server 2 is in read mode
Wait till disk server 
3 is in read mode
Wait till disk server 
1 is in read mode
 
Figure 14: Flowchart that shows the GPSS model structure for the FIFO scheduled OnEmpty 
change scenario crosscheck 
 
The implementation of this diagram in GPSS that has been used to do the crosscheck can 
be found in “Appendix G Used GPSS Models”. 
 
Both the GPSS and Yasper model are now supposed to represent a system with 3 disk 
servers. This system has a controller which uses a FIFO discipline to control the modes of 
the disk servers (read or write mode). 
4.2.3 The fixed time change overall model 
 
The second overall model crosscheck checks the scenarios which use the fixed time 
change trigger. For this reason complicated components have been replaced by simple 
transitions in the model of the FIFO fixed time change scenario (as described in 
“Appendix C Detailed model descriptions”). Also the number of streams and servers in 




These changes result in the following Petri net: 
 
 
Figure 15: The used Petri Net model for the global fixed time change triggered scenario GPSS 
crosscheck 
 
Just like in the onEmpty trigger scenario a FIFO scheduler for the disk state is present on 
the upper side of the model. The only difference with the previous scenario is that this 
FIFO scheduler does not use triggers to change the disk servers’ state, but changes the 
disk servers’ state on fixed moments. On the lower half of the model the actual dataflow 
goes from the emitter (yellow transition with an E written on it) on the left to the 
consumer boxes on the right (yellow transitions with a C written on it).  
 
To crosscheck this overall model in GPSS, a GPSS model that implements a diagram 
similar to the one in Figure 14 has been used. The only difference is that the decisions 
called “Disk x empty and has disk y items on it” on the upper side of the model need to 
be replaced by “Is the last disk server state change already 50 seconds ago”. This GPSS 
model will be given in “Appendix G Used GPSS Models”. 
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Both the GPSS and Yasper model are now supposed to represent a system with 3 disk 
servers. This system has a controller which uses a FIFO discipline to control the modes of 
the disk servers (read or write mode). 
 
 4.2.4 The OnNItemsAccepted overall model 
 
The last overall model crosscheck checks the scenarios that use the OnNItemsAccepted 
trigger. For this reason complicated components have been replaced by simple transitions 
in the model of the FIFO OnNItemsAccepted scenario (as described in “Appendix C 
Detailed model descriptions”). Also the number of streams and servers in the model has 
been decreased to 1 and 3 to let the model focus on the OnNItemsAccepted overall 
model. 
 
These changes result in the following Petri net: 
 
 
Figure 16: The Petri Net model used for the global onNItemsAccepted triggered scenario GPSS 
crosscheck 
 
Just like the previous two scenarios a FIFO scheduler for the disk states is present on the 
upper side of the model. This time it changes the disk states every time after 150 items 
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have been sent to the disk servers. On the lower half of the model the actual dataflow 
goes from the emitter on the left to the consumer boxes on the right.  
 
To crosscheck this overall model in GPSS, a GPSS model that implements a diagram 
similar to the one that has been used in Figure 14. The only difference is that the 
decisions called “Disk x empty and has disk y items on it” on the upper side of the model 
need to be replaced by “150 items have been sent to disk server y”. This GPSS model 
will be given in “Appendix G Used GPSS Models”. 
 
Both the GPSS and Yasper model are now supposed to represent a system with 3 disk 
servers. This system has a controller which uses a FIFO discipline to control the modes of 





To compare the different results to each other, the requirements mentioned in chapter “2 
Problem background” have been used. These were:  
 
- [reqprop1] : number of disk servers used 
- [reqprop2] : the total size of the disks used  
- [reqprop3] : total throughput of the system 
- [reqprop4] : sojourn-times of items in the system 
 
Since [reqprop1] and [reqprop3] are input parameters of the simulation models, and have 
be chosen the same for all models. Only [reqprop2] and [reqprop4] have been used to 
compare the different simulation results from the simulations. Since [reqprop1] and 
[reqprop3] are constant factors for the compared scenarios, these parameters have no 
influence on the overall performance figures in this chapter. 
5.1 Yasper-results 
 
After modelling the different scenarios according to the descriptions defined in section 
“4.1 Model description” (with the help of the Petri Nets described in the “Appendix C 
Detailed model descriptions”), these models need to be simulated to get results to 
compare them. To compare the improvements, a comparison with the RND scenarios can 
be useful. This because the RND is not using any knowledge to make decisions and can 
therefore be seen as a perfect null-scenario. 
 
There are some decisions that need to be made before running the simulations that help to  
analyze the different scenarios. The first decision is which tool is going to be used. Since 
Yasper is the chosen model and simulation environment, the choice was left between 
Yasper (the graphical model and simulation environment) and Yassim (the command 
prompt version of the Yasper simulation engine). Since the latter outputs all results to 
XML-files that can be interpreted by other programs and simulations can be put in batch-
jobs, Yassim was chosen to be the Yasper simulation tool used. 
 
The second question that needs to be answered before running the simulations was the 
number of items to be simulated per scenario. Because Yasper has been designed to run 
simple process models instead of the complicated Petri Net models needed here, the 
simulations require much processing time per item. This makes it necessary to keep the 
number of simulated items as small as possible. On the other hand a too small number 
can give troubles to see the specific behaviour of the different scenarios. A good number 
of items allows every disk server in every scenario to be switched from read to write state 
and back again at least one time. Tests with different scenarios showed that 6000 
completed items was a good number to run the simulations with. For this reason the 
number of simulated completed items for every scenario was 6000. 
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Also the amount and properties of the hardware need to be defined before running the 
simulations. The choice of the amount of disk servers has already been explained in 
section “3.5 Number of disk servers needed”. Because the number of disk servers that 
will be in read state at the same time is 4, the number of chosen data input streams is also 
4. However this does not imply that every disk server in read state will receive data from 
exactly 1 input stream during a period of time.  
 
The total speed that items will come into the system is 225 MB/s, this means that the 4 
data input streams also need to create data items on such a speed that the total simulated 
data creation speed is 225 MB/s. Because every item in the simulation is presenting a file 
of the size 2048 MB, the average item creation time for every stream is 2048/225*4 = 
36.4 seconds. 
 
Running a simulation is not enough to get all the results that are required for this thesis. 
As mentioned before, one reason to run the simulations in Yassim instead of Yasper is 
that the output of Yassim is better interpretable by other programs. An example of this 
interpretation is the data analysis procedure explained in “Appendix D Description of the 
data analysis procedure used”. This procedure creates information about the disk usage 
over time which is necessary to answer question about [reqprop2] (see the beginning of 
this chapter). 
 
The last decision that needs to be explained before presenting the different results of the 
simulation is the manner of presenting the results. The presentation of the results of a 
simulation per scenario can be split in 4 parts: 
 
- A graph showing the total disk usage over time 
This graph shows the number of items that are in the simulated system over time. 
Because the simulation ends after 6000 cases have been completed, more than 
6000 items have been generated in the system and cases that will not complete 
during the simulation get an end-time that is not matching with the time they will 
be read from the system (the end-time will be the time they reach the last-reached 
place). Because of this the number of items in the system is only representing a 
real system until the 6000th item that will be completed during the simulation has 
been generated. In the graph the moment this 6000th item has been generated is 
marked by a purple vertical line. The graph to the right side of this line is not 
representing the behaviour of the simulated scenario. 
- A graph showing the sojourn time of the simulated data items 
This graph shows the sojourn times of all the simulated and completed items. The 
order of the sojourn times is the order of the time of completion of the different 
items. This means the item with the number 1 label is the first item completed in 
the system and the number 6000 item is the last completed item in the system. 
Besides these sojourn times (which are the blue dots), a regression analysis line is 
added to the graph. This regression analysis is done using standard Excel 
functions. 
- A table with some figures about the simulation 
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For every scenario some figures (mostly coming from section “3.1 Queuing 
terminology”) have been summed up in a table. 
- Some text explaining the behaviour in the previous three parts 
 
 
5.1.1 Model FIFO on OnEmpty trigger 
 
Total disk usage over time: 











































































































Figure 17: FIFO Onempty scenario disk usage over time 
 
Sojourn-time properties: 






















Figure 18: FIFO Onempty scenario sojourn times 
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Maximum number of items in system with 
simulation until 6000 items completed 
146 
Regression analysis function number of 
items 
NOI = 67,4 + 0,0011 · TIME 
Standard deviation number of items after 
regression analysis 
6,56 
Average sojourn-time  870 seconds 
Standard deviation 577 (66,3%) 
Regression analysis function sojourn time ST = 622 + 0,01 · STARTTIME 
Standard deviation after regression analysis 559 (64,2%) 
Table 11: Properties of the FIFO Onempty scenario simulation 
 
The FIFO OnEmpty scenario figure shows us a classification of items into four groups of 
sojourn times. This can be explained by the fact that a data item arriving at the system has 
the choice of going to 4 different servers in write mode. One of these 4 servers will be the 
next server to be in read mode (according to the FIFO principle). Items sent to this server 
will get a sojourn time belonging to the lowest group. Items sent to the server that will be 
in read mode after the last mentioned one will get a sojourn time belonging to the second 
lowest sojourn time group. 
 
The general trend is that the number of items in the system is rising (see Figure 17). Next 
to this trend there are fast fluctuations in the number of items on disk. These fluctuations 
have a peak each time a disk server change is imminent. The height of the peaks is 
roughly 20, which is about one fourth of the number of items in the system after the 
initial start-up phase (the phase where the scheduler was still inactive, recognizable in the 
graph by the initial peek). This is again the number of items that was on one of the disks 
that was in write state after the start-up phase and that went into read state. 
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5.1.2 Model LPTF (longest processing time first) on OnEmpty trigger 
 
Total disk usage over time: 
LPTF (longest processing time first) on 










































































Figure 19: LPTF OnEmpty scenario disk usage over time 
 
Sojourn-time properties: 























Figure 20: LPTF OnEmpty scenario sojourn times 
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 Maximum number of items in system with 
simulation until 6000 items completed 
185 
Regression analysis function number of 
items 
NOI = 101 + 0,0008 · TIME 
Standard deviation number of items after 
regression analysis 
13,47 
Average sojourn-time  1118 seconds 
Standard deviation 615 (55,0%) 
Regression analysis function sojourn time ST = 962,6 + 0,006 · STARTTIME 
Standard deviation after regression analysis 609 (54,4%) 
Table 12: Properties of the LPTF Onempty scenario simulation 
 
The LPTF scenario shows that a majority of sojourn times stays below 1500 seconds. But 
there are also some items that are present in the system with a sojourn time more than 
2000 seconds. These long sojourn time items have in common that they have been sent 
most of the times to the same disk server. This can be explained by the fact that these 
disk servers receive data from slower inputs than the rest of the servers. This means that 
items on this disk server have to wait longer until they will be read again than items on 
other disk servers. Another hint that this takes place is, that the number of items that was 
read out from these disks in one bunch is smaller than the number of items being read out 
in one bunch from the “fast disk servers” (a readout bunch is recognizable by an almost 
vertical line in the sojourn time graph). 
 
Figure 19 shows a number of items in the system that rises slightly over time. But it also 
shows a lot of spikes, whereby a big spike has a positive influence on the global trend for 
the total number of items in the system, and a small spike a negative influence on the 
global trend for the total number of items in the system. This can be explained by the 
penalty time that is given to the system if a disk server needs to change its state (the 
penalty is because a disk server needs to finish first the current actions, before being able 
to function in the new state; a spike in the number of items in the system indicates a disk 
server state change). If a spike is high, the disk server change rate is low. 
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5.1.3 Model SPTF (shortest processing time first) on OnEmpty trigger 
 
Total disk usage over time: 







































































































Figure 21: SPTF OnEmpty scenario disk usage over time 
 
Sojourn-time properties: 





















Figure 22: SPTF OnEmpty scenario sojourn times 
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Maximum number of items in system with 
simulation until 6000 items completed 
161 
Regression analysis function number of 
items 
NOI = 61,5 + 0,0017 · TIME 
Standard deviation number of items after 
regression analysis 
10,47 
Average sojourn-time  980 seconds 
Standard deviation 554 (56,6%) 
Regression analysis function sojourn time ST = 599,6 + 0,014 · STARTTIME 
Standard deviation after regression analysis 509 (52,0%) 
Table 13: Properties of the SPTF Onempty scenario simulation 
 
The SPTF OnEmpty scenario causes items to have a high variety of sojourn times. This is 
first of all because this scenario did not need an initial start up phase to fill the system 
before scheduling. The system will not go to a stable state that fast (which can also be 
seen from the number of items graph). Only after 4000 items, the sojourn times stay 
between certain bounds (the regression function for the sojourn times between the 4000th 
until 6000th item is ST = 1205 - 0,0002 · STARTTIME). The second reason is the 
unpredictability of the SPTF scheduler. While FIFO schedulers are totally predictable in 
telling which server will be the next one changing its state and LPTF schedulers are most 
of the time predictable, the SPTF scheduler only skips a server that was recently read out 
if did not receive any new items meanwhile. This last fact is not controlled by the 
scheduler component, but by the data streams and disk servers. This makes this scenario 
unpredictable and the variations of the sojourn times high. 
 
The number of items on disk is also rising a lot, since disk server state changes are very 
regular. 
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5.1.4 Model RND on OnEmpty trigger 
 
Total disk usage over time: 














































































Figure 23: RND OnEmpty scenario disk usage over time 
 
Sojourn-time properties: 






















Figure 24: RND OnEmpty scenario sojourn times 
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Maximum number of items in system with 
simulation until 6000 items completed 
1234 
Regression analysis function number of 
items 
NOI = 53,8 + 0,0247 · TIME 
Standard deviation number of items after 
regression analysis 
41,9 
Average sojourn-time  7647 seconds 
Standard deviation 5617 (73,5%) 
Regression analysis function sojourn time ST = 3082,6 + 0,165 · STARTTIME 
Standard deviation after regression analysis 2679 (35,3%) 
Table 14: Properties of the RND Onempty scenario simulation 
 
Since the random scenario is not using any knowledge to decide which disk will be in 
which state, the sojourn times of items are also a bit random. In the beginning of the 
simulation there are a lot of small sojourn times, but as soon as a disk has not been read 
out for some time, the sojourn times will rise dramatically. This can be explained by the 
fact that if a disk is not being read out for a time, it will gather a lot of files while being in 
write mode. But when it changes to read mode, it will be in that mode for a long time 
because it has to read a lot of items. This again blocks the other disk servers to go into a 
read mode and meanwhile they can assemble a lot of files. 
 
This behaviour can also be seen in the number of items graph. Although this behaviour 
looks rather negative for the system performance, this is not true in general. Especially if 
runs for the scenarios are rather long and disk capacity is high, then the capacity of the 
disk servers is used very well, since the disk server state change frequency is very low.  
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5.1.5 Model FIFO on NItemsAccepted trigger 
 
Total disk usage over time: 



































































































Figure 25: FIFO OnNItemsAccepted scenario disk usage over time 
 
Sojourn-time properties: 























Figure 26: FIFO OnNItemsAccepted scenario sojourn times 
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Maximum number of items in system with 
simulation until 6000 items completed 
665 
Regression analysis function number of 
items 
NOI = 321,37  + 0,0051 · TIME 
Standard deviation number of items after 
regression analysis 
38,46 
Average sojourn-time  5489 seconds 
Standard deviation 2186 (39,8%) 
Regression analysis function sojourn time ST =  3579 +  0,06 · STARTTIME 
Standard deviation after regression analysis 1116 (20,3%) 
Table 15: Properties of the FIFO OnNItemsAccepted scenario simulation 
 
The FIFO scheduler in combination with the OnNItemsAccepted disk server state change 
trigger is not using the total disk server read capacity. This can be concluded by looking 
at the number of items on disk graph. In the start-up phase one gets an indication of the 
rate at which disk servers are getting full when no items are being read from disk. There 
are several long (for example 2000 seconds) periods after this start-up phase where the 
number of items is rising at the same speed. This causes a global rise of the number of 
items in the system plus a global rise of the sojourn times (since every disk server handles 
files according to the FIFO discipline, the more items on a disk server, the longer the 
sojourn time of the items on this disk server). Even the minimum sojourn time rises over 
time. 
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5.1.6 Model LPTF (longest processing time first) on NItemsAccepted 
trigger 
 
Change trigger after 100 send items: 
 
Total disk usage over time: 

































































































Figure 27: LPTF OnNItemsAccepted (100 items) scenario disk usage over time 
 
Sojourn-time properties: 



















Figure 28: LPTF OnNItemsAccepted (100 items) scenario sojourn times 
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Maximum number of items in system with 
simulation until 6000 items completed 
979 
Regression analysis function number of 
items 
NOI = 470,99 + 0,0114 · TIME 
Standard deviation number of items after 
regression analysis 
36,00 
Average sojourn-time  7296 seconds 
Standard deviation 3176 (43,5%) 
Regression analysis function sojourn time ST =  5258 +  0,07 · STARTTIME 
Standard deviation after regression analysis 2946 (40,4%) 
Table 16: Properties of the LPTF OnNItemsAccepted (100 items) scenario simulation 
 
The LPTF scenario, which uses an On100ItemsAccepted disk server state change trigger, 
shows especially in the beginning that disk servers in read mode are idle a part of the 
time (this can be concluded from the steep rising parts except from the initial start-up one 
in the number of items on disk graph). But the idle time of these read servers diminishes 
since more items will be on a disk before it will be in a read state (because the overall 
number of items in the system is rising). This effect is helped by the LPTF discipline 
which chooses the disk server to accept new items to be the one with the smallest amount 
of items already stored on it. This helps to distribute the items on the servers in a fair 
way, even when the different input streams have different speeds. 
 
Another optimisation is possible by increasing the number of items after a disk server 
changes it state. This lowers the frequency of disk server changes, but makes the period 
before a scenario is in a stable (non-rising) state longer. According to the simulations that 
were carried out for 200, 300 and 400 item triggers, the number of accepted items after 
which a disk server state change must take place is somewhere between 200 and 400. The 
results of these simulations are given below: 
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Change trigger after 200 items: 
 
Total disk usage over time: 






































































Figure 29: LPTF OnNItemsAccepted (200 items) scenario disk usage over time 
 
Sojourn-time properties: 





















Figure 30: LPTF OnNItemsAccepted (200 items) scenario sojourn times 
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Maximum number of items in system with 
simulation until 6000 items completed 
346 
Regression analysis function number of 
items 
NOI = 184,67 + 0,0013 · TIME 
Standard deviation number of items after 
regression analysis 
32,31 
Average sojourn-time  1975 seconds 
Standard deviation 859 (43,5%) 
Regression analysis function sojourn time ST =  1654 + 0,01 · STARTTIME 
Standard deviation after regression analysis 839 (42,5%) 
Table 17: Properties of the LPTF OnNItemsAccepted (200 items) scenario simulation 
 
Change trigger after 300 items: 
 
Total disk usage over time: 

































































































Figure 32: LPTF OnNItemsAccepted (300 items) scenario sojourn times 
 
Maximum number of items in system with 
simulation until 6000 items completed 
349 
Regression analysis function number of 
items 
NOI = 141,17 + 0,0029 · TIME 
Standard deviation number of items after 
regression analysis 
29,31 
Average sojourn-time  1980 seconds 
Standard deviation 1084 (54,7%) 
Regression analysis function sojourn time ST =  1385 + 0,02 · STARTTIME 
Standard deviation after regression analysis 1028 (51,9%) 
Table 18: Properties of the LPTF OnNItemsAccepted (300 items) scenario simulation 
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Change trigger after 400 items: 
 
Total disk usage over time: 
 










































































































Figure 34: LPTF OnNItemsAccepted (400 items) scenario sojourn times 
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Maximum number of items in system with 
simulation until 6000 items completed 
313 
Regression analysis function number of 
items 
NOI = 204,46 + 0,0008 · TIME 
Standard deviation number of items after 
regression analysis 
23,87 
Average sojourn-time  2029 seconds 
Standard deviation 929 (45,7%) 
Regression analysis function sojourn time ST = 1685 + 0,01 · STARTTIME 
Standard deviation after regression analysis 896 (44,1%) 
Table 19: Properties of the LPTF OnNItemsAccepted (400 items) scenario simulation 
 
If we sum up the properties of the simulation with 100, 200, 300 and 400 item triggers, 
we get: 
 
Number of items before trigger Maximum number of items Average sojourn time 
100 979 7296 
200 346 1975 
300 349 1980 
400 313 2029 
 
The only significant difference between the outcomes of the 4 scenarios is between the 
100 trigger items and the other scenarios. The only conclusion from that can be made 
from these numbers is that the number of items before a change has to be triggered must 
be at least 200 to improve the performance. 
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5.1.7 Model SPTF (shortest processing time first) on NItemsAccepted 
trigger 
 
Total disk usage over time: 



























































































Figure 35: SPTF OnNItemsAccepted scenario disk usage over time 
 
Sojourn-time properties: 




















Figure 36: SPTF OnNItemsAccepted scenario sojourn times 
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Maximum number of items in system with 
simulation until 6000 items completed 
2510 
Regression analysis function number of 
items 
NOI = 104,12 + 0,0564 · TIME 
Standard deviation number of items after 
regression analysis 
78,64 
Average sojourn-time  22642 seconds 
Standard deviation 17067 (75,4%) 
Regression analyse function sojourn time ST = 4428 + 1,02 · STARTTIME 
Standard deviation after regression analysis 12375 (54,6%) 
Table 20: Properties of the SPTF OnNItemsAccepted scenario simulation 
 
Because the SPTF scenario in combination with the OnNItemsAccepted trigger is always 
making decisions which will maximize the disk server state change rate and minimize the 
number of items on the different disk balance, both the number of items on disk and the 
sojourn time of items are rising extremely over time. 
5.1.8 Model RND on NItemsAccepted trigger 
 
Total disk usage over time: 
























































































Figure 38: RND OnNItemsAccepted scenario sojourn times 
 
Maximum number of items in system with 
simulation until 6000 items completed 
1424 
Regression analysis function number of 
items 
NOI = 556,37 + 0,0159 · TIME 
Standard deviation number of items after 
regression analysis 
60,14 
Average sojourn-time  10424 seconds 
Standard deviation 9433 (90,5%) 
Regression analyse function sojourn time ST = 3461 + 0,61 · STARTTIME 
Standard deviation after regression analysis 15624 (149,8%) 
Table 21: Properties of the RND OnNItemsAccepted scenario simulation 
 
The random disk scheduled scenario with an OnNItemsAccepted disk server state change 
trigger has two situations which deteriorate the overall system performance. The first 
harmful situation is the one where a disk server will receive more items when it already 
has the most items. This will increase the number of items even more, which will cause 
the sojourn time for the items on that disk server to increase as well (since disk servers 
use the FIFO discipline to read and write items). It also increases the risk that the disk 
server will flow over because there is no feedback from the disk servers to warn the 
scheduler. 
 
The second harmful situation is that if a disk server will not be selected to go to write 
mode for a few times in succession, and becomes empty. This causes this disk to be idle 
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while it should be reading items. This situation can be seen in the number of items on 
disk graph by steeply rising parts of this graph. 
5.1.9 Model LPTF on OnEmpty trigger and mixed read/write mode 
 
Total disk usage over time: 




































































































Figure 39: LPTF OnEmpty and mixed read/write mode scenario disk usage over time 
 
Sojourn-time properties: 




















Figure 40: LPTF OnEmpty and mixed read/write mode scenario sojourn times 
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Maximum number of items in system with 
simulation until 6000 items completed 
133 
Regression analysis function number of 
items 
NOI = 87,47 – 0,0003 · TIME 
Standard deviation number of items after 
regression analysis 
13,81 
Average sojourn-time  740 seconds 
Standard deviation 259 (35,1%) 
Regression analysis function sojourn time ST = 810 - 0,003 · STARTTIME 
Standard deviation after regression analysis 256 (34,6%) 
Table 22: Properties of the LPTF OnEmpty and mixed read/write mode scenario simulation 
 
The LPTF scheduled scenario with the OnEmpty disk server change state trigger and the 
mixed read/write mode (as described in “3.4 Overview of different possibilities”) is not 
showing clear read bursts lines in the sojourn time graph (in comparison with the 
example of the same scenario with split read and write actions). This can be explained by 
the use of the continuous read actions on disk servers. When continuous read actions are 
allowed, the completion of a read action can also happen when a disk server is in a write 
phase. Another explanation for the spread caused by the continuous read actions is the 
fact that items will be read more distributed. This distributed reading can be explained by 
describing the non-distributed read-method.  
 
The reading process in Yasper can be modelled by a transition which has a role with a 
capacity that is representing the maximum number of simultaneous read actions. As soon 
as this read-action is enabled (in other words the modelled disk server switches to a read 
phase) and there are more items ready to be read than the maximum number of 
simultaneous read actions the disk starts reading with “maximum number of 
simultaneous read actions” number of files. Since all files have the same size, this 
transition will end the reading actions for all the items at the same time. This process is 
being repeated until the number of readable items is less than the maximum number of 
simultaneous read actions or if the read actions are blocked again. The data is being read 
in bunches, so the end times of the read actions will not be distributed. 
 
This scenario is the first scenario that shows behaviour that the number of items in the 
system has a decreasing trend. This can be concluded by looking at the negative linear 
component of the regression analysis function. 
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5.1.10 Model FIFO on fixed time change 
 
Total disk usage over time: 























































































Figure 41: FIFO on fixed time change scenario disk usage over time 
 
Sojourn-time properties: 























Maximum number of items in system with 
simulation until 6000 items completed 
926 
Regression analysis function number of 
items 
NOI = 427,52 + 0,0117 · TIME 
Standard deviation number of items after 
regression analysis 
16,56 
Average sojourn-time  6766 seconds 
Standard deviation 3422 (50,6%) 
Regression analysis function sojourn time ST = 4760 + 0,07 · STARTTIME 
Standard deviation after regression analysis 3213 (47,5%) 
Table 23: Properties of the FIFO on fixed time change scenario simulation 
 
The sojourn graph of the fixed time disk server state change trigger FIFO scenario, shows 
different layers of sojourn times that will fill up over time and create new layers. A new 
layer is being created if an item has not been read out before the end of a read phase. 
5.2 GPSS Crosschecking 
 
The results from the Yasper simulation are not the only results that have to be presented 
in this thesis. Also the crosscheck of the different model parts with the help of GPSS 
produced some results that need to be presented.  
 
As explained in the section “3.6.3 Crosschecking Yasper models” certain properties of 
the simulation models used needed to be crosschecked. Pairs of GPSS and Yasper models 
have been made (and explained in section “4.2 Used GPSS models ”) to crosscheck these 
model(part)s. Every crosscheck consisted of a simulation run without any variance on the 
input process interarrival time and a simulation run with some variance on the input 
process interarrival time. The run without variance has to give us results that match 




The first crosscheck that has been done, concerns the crosscheck for the readbox. The 
following results came out of the crosscheck: 
 
Readboxtest without any variation on the input process interarrival time 
Number of simulated items: 6000 
Average interarrival time: 17.5 seconds 
St.dev. on interarrival time: 0 seconds 
Average sojourn time: Yasper: 51.2 seconds 
GPSS:   51.2 seconds 
St. dev. on sojourn time:  Yasper: 0 seconds 
GPSS:   0 seconds 
Table 24: Readboxtest without variance crosscheck properties 
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Figure 43: Histogram for the readboxtest crosscheck without variance on the input process 
 
Since both simulations had exactly the same outcomes, the models are behaving the same 
for this situation. 
 
The next test has been done with the same models, but some variation on the input 
process interarrival time. 
 
Readboxtest with variation on the input process interarrival time 
Number of simulated items: 6000 
Average interarrival time: 17.5 seconds 
St.dev. on interarrival time: 3 seconds 
Average sojourn time: Yasper: 189.1 seconds 
GPSS:   175.8 seconds 
St. dev. on sojourn time:  Yasper: 44.0 seconds 
GPSS:   12.6 seconds 
Table 25: Readboxtest with variance crosscheck properties 
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Figure 44: Histogram for the readboxtest crosscheck with variance on the input process 
 
Both simulations have a maximum at the same sojourn time, which tells that the 
simulated behaviour is similar. The difference in the outcome is caused by the fact that 
small variances in the input process behaviour can have major effects on the sojourn 
times of the items. This influence is fortunately not that high in the simulations that were 
needed for this thesis. In these simulations (except the mixed read/write mode scenario 
simulation), the number of simultaneous read actions is mostly 10 (the maximum number 
of simultaneous read actions on a disk servers, as explained in section “5.1.9 Model 
LPTF on OnEmpty trigger and mixed read/write mode”) which decreases the standard 
deviation on the input process of the readboxes (because the number of simultaneous 
actions is most of the time constant, the read times are also constant most of the time). 
The number of write actions on a disk server is limited to 3 for all the simulations 
(because otherwise the total write speed of a disk server drops too much, see “3.5 
Number of disk servers needed”), this also limits the variance. Because the mixed 
read/write mode scenario simulation can have some more deviation on the results than 
the other scenarios, this simulations has been run a number of times to increase the 
reliability of the results. 
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5.2.2 The OnEmpty overall model  
 
The second crosscheck that has been done, concerns the check of the global OnEmpty 
trigger system. The following results came out of the crosscheck: 
 
OnEmpty model without any variation on the input process interarrival time 
Number of simulated items: 6000 
Average interarrival time: 0.5 seconds 
St.dev. on interarrival time: 0 seconds 
Average sojourn time: Yasper: 12.5 seconds 
GPSS:   12.5 seconds 
St. dev. on sojourn time:  Yasper: 22.4 seconds 
GPSS:   21.5 seconds 
Table 26: OnEmpty overall model without variance crosscheck properties 
 
























Figure 45: Histogram for the OnEmpty overall model crosscheck without variance on the input 
process 
 
Since both simulations had almost the same outcomes, the models behave quite 
comparably for this situation. 
 
The next test has been done with the same models, but some variation on the input 
process interarrival time. 
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OnEmpty model without any variation on the input process interarrival time 
Number of simulated items: 6000 
Average interarrival time: 0.5 seconds 
St.dev. on interarrival time: 0.1 seconds 
Average sojourn time: Yasper: 12.5 seconds 
GPSS:   13.2 seconds 
St. dev. on sojourn time:  Yasper: 22.6 seconds 
GPSS:   22.2 seconds 
Table 27: OnEmpty overall model with variance crosscheck properties 
 


































Figure 46: Histogram for the OnEmpty overall model crosscheck with variance on the input 
process 
 
Also with some variance on the input process, the outcomes of both simulations are quite 
similar. It can be concluded that both models can be used to simulate the same situation. 
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5.2.3 The fixed time change overall model  
 
The second crosscheck that has been done, concerns the check of the global fixed time 
change triggered system. The following results came out of the crosscheck: 
 
Fixed time change model without any variation on the input process interarrival 
time 
Number of simulated items: 6000 
Average interarrival time: 0.5 seconds 
St.dev. on interarrival time: 0 seconds 
Average sojourn time: Yasper: 72.5 seconds 
GPSS:   72.6 seconds 
St. dev. on sojourn time:  Yasper: 16.2 seconds 
GPSS:   16.4 seconds 
Table 28: The fixed time change overall model without variance crosscheck properties 
 
























Figure 47: Histogram for the fixed time change overall model crosscheck without variance on the 
input process 
 
Again both simulations had almost the same outcomes, and thus the models can be 
regarded as comparable for this situation. 
 
The next test has been done with the same models, but some variation on the input 
process interarrival time. 
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Fixed time change without any variation on the input process interarrival time 
Number of simulated items: 6000 
Average interarrival time: 0.5 seconds 
St.dev. on interarrival time: 0.1 seconds 
Average sojourn time: Yasper: 72.6 seconds 
GPSS:   72.6 seconds 
St. dev. on sojourn time:  Yasper: 16.2 seconds 
GPSS:   16.2 seconds 
Table 29: The fixed time change overall model with variance crosscheck properties 
 


























Figure 48: Histogram for the fixed time change overall model crosscheck with variance on the 
input process 
 
Also with some variance on the input process, the outcomes of both simulations are quite 
similar. It can be concluded that both models can be used to simulate the same situation. 
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5.2.4 The OnNItemsAccepted overall model  
 
The second crosscheck that has been done, concerns the cross-check of the global 
OnNItemsAccepted triggered system. The following results came out of the crosscheck: 
 
OnNItemsAccepted model without any variation on the input process interarrival 
time 
Number of simulated items: 6000 
Average interarrival time: 0.5 seconds 
St.dev. on interarrival time: 0 seconds 
Average sojourn time: Yasper: 108.5 seconds 
GPSS:   108.3 seconds 
St. dev. on sojourn time:  Yasper: 24.7 seconds 
GPSS:   24.5 seconds 
Table 30: OnNItemsAccepted overall model without variance crosscheck properties 
 


























Figure 49: Histogram for the OnNItemsAccepted overall model crosscheck without variance on 
the input process 
 
Since both simulations had almost the same outcomes, the simulations of the models are 
behaving quite comparable for this situation. 
 
The next test has been done with the same models, but some variation on the input 
process interarrival time. 
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Readboxtest without any variation on the input process interarrival time 
Number of simulated items: 6000 
Average interarrival time: 0.5 seconds 
St.dev. on interarrival time: 0.1 seconds 
Average sojourn time: Yasper: 108.8 seconds 
GPSS:   108.6 seconds 
St. dev. on sojourn time:  Yasper: 25.1 seconds 
GPSS:   24.9 seconds 
Table 31: OnNItemsAccepted overall model with variance crosscheck properties 
 









































Figure 50: Histogram for the OnNItemsAccepted overall model crosscheck with variance on the 
input process 
 
Also with some variance on the input process, the outcomes of both simulations are quite 
similar. It can be concluded that both models can be used to simulate the same situation. 
 
Since all simulation of the different models showed similar behaviour in the simulation 
results, the crosscheck can be considered to be successful. 
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6 Conclusions 
The conclusions in this chapter have been split into various sections. First I present the 
conclusions that can be drawn directly from the simulation results. Then, the results are 
put into the context of the Tier0 system as a whole and several recommendations are 
formulated to extend this work to that context. Finally, I  will give some lessons that can 
be learned from doing the work for this thesis. 
6.1 Direct 
 
This chapter relates the results (as presented in the section “5.1 Yasper-results”) to the 
problem definition (as presented in the chapter “2 Problem background”). 
 
The possible scenarios have been grouped to compare the different schedulers, the 
different read/write modes and the different compared disk server state change triggers. 
Also a comparison with the expectations of the different scenarios (as mentioned in 
section “3.4 Overview of different possibilities”) will be made. 
6.1.1 FIFO scheduling 
 
- Vulnerable to (temporary) fluctuations in the input streams outputs. If one server 
receives more data than it can handle, sojourn times will be penalized with at least 
1 cycle time (the time it takes for a server to go from read state to write state and 
back to read state).  
- An exception to the last mentioned cycle time penalization is if an OnEmpty 
trigger has been used in the scenario. This causes huge difference between the 
sojourn times of the different trigger scenarios used. For example: 
 
Average sojourn time with 6000 simulated completed items: 
 
OnEmpty change: 870 seconds 
OnNItemsAccepted change: 5490 seconds 
Fixed time change: 6765 seconds 
 
- The number of items stored in the system also differs a lot: 
 
OnEmpty change: 140 2GB files (measured after 53.000 s.) 
OnNItemsAccepted change: > 660 2GB files (measured after 60.000 s.) 
Fixed time change: 900 2GB files (measured after 47.000 s.) 
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number of disk servers used: > 6 
the total size of the disks used:  OnEmpty: > 280 GB 
OnNItemsAccepted: > 1320 GB 
Fixed time change: > 1800 GB 
total throughput of the system (with 6 disk 
servers for the first 6000 simulated files): 
OnEmpty: 227 MB/s 
OnNItemsAccepted: < 200 MB/s 
Fixed time change: 261 MB/s 
sojourn-times of items in the system: OnEmpty: > 870 seconds 
OnNItemsAccepted: > 5490 seconds 
Fixed time change: > 6765 seconds 
Table 32: Performance parameters for the FIFO scheduled simulations 
 
One of the expectations of a FIFO scheduler was that there is not much variance in the 
sojourn times of the files in the system. This is partly true, the graphs of the simulated 
sojourn times show patterns that make it possible to predict the new sojourn times. But 
the variance on the items themselves can be high, because there are more influences on 
these sojourn times than just the scheduling discipline. For example for the FIFO 
OnEmpty scenario there is the choice of which disk server in read mode will receive the 
item from a data stream. If this is the server that will be the next server in read mode, the 
sojourn time will be shorter than if it was sent to a disk server in write mode which will 
be the 4th disk server that will go to read mode  (see “5.1.1 Model FIFO on OnEmpty 
trigger”). 
 
Another expectation was that the disk usage is minimized if the OnEmpty trigger is used. 
This can also be concluded from the simulation results. An expected disadvantage of this 
scenario was that there will not be any items in the system with short sojourn times. This 
was also true according to the simulation results. 
6.1.2 LIFO Scheduling 
 
- Only simulated at a high-level, very vulnerable to variations in input streams 
since servers who receive the highest load get the shortest time to read out their 
buffers 
- Better performance will be achieved if time outs are possible on items [18] (since 
every data item has to be processed, this is not possible for the Tier0 dataflow 
scenario)  
This was also according to the expectations. The only advantage that was mentioned for 
this scenario was that there will be a high percentage of jobs with short sojourn times. 
This can be true, the reason for this is not that there will be many of these short sojourn 
time jobs. But there will be many jobs that have such long sojourn times that they will not 
finish during a simulation. 
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6.1.3 LPTF Scheduling 
 
- The shortest average sojourn times are achieved with LPTF scheduling, especially 
if the system runs for a long period of time. 
 
Especially the linear regression factor in the regression function is rather low. 
 
- The number of items in the system is already stable with a small number of files 
on disk. 
- This scheduler works best in combination with the OnEmpty change trigger. If 
some disk servers receive more files than others, comparatively more time will be 
credited to these servers to readout their buffers (because the chances that these 
disk servers contain the highest number of items are larger). To gain back extra 
time to read and write items to a disk, the OnEmpty LPTF scheduling scenario 
saves on the number of disk server state changes (a disk server state change 
causes a rise of disk servers’ average read and write times). 
- In combination with the OnNItemsAccepted trigger also reasonable performance 
can be reached. The number of items that have to be sent before a change is 
accomplished has to be reasonably high to get the best performance. This raises 
the risk of idle disk servers that need to read items from disk and the disk buffer 
sizes need to be larger because write periods on one disk will be longer according 
to the number of items sent before changing the disk server mode. The optimal 
number of accepted items before a trigger is sent out lies between 200 and 400. 
 
number of disk servers used: > 6 (or 6 if mixed read/write will be 
used) 
the total size of the disks used:  OnEmpty: > 360 GB 
OnEmpty with mixed r/w: 270 GB 
OnNItemsAccepted: > 2000 GB 
total throughput of the system (with 6 disk 
servers for the first 6000 simulated files): 
OnEmpty: 259 MB/s 
OnEmpty with mixed r/w: 224 MB/s 
OnNItemsAccepted: < 231 MB/s 
sojourn-times of items in the system: OnEmpty: > 615 seconds 
OnEmpty: 740 seconds 
OnNItemsAccepted: > 7300 seconds 
Table 33: Performance parameters for the LPTF scheduled simulations 
 
The prediction for the scheduler was that less disk space was needed. This was also true 
according to the simulation results. The LPTF scheduler needs the smallest amount of 
disk space for every sort of disk server change trigger combination. The same holds for 
the variation on the sojourn times. These are the lowest for the scenarios which use a 
LPTF scheduler. 
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6.1.4 SPTF Scheduling 
 
- A part of the files get very long sojourn times 
- A part of the files have very short sojourn times 
- The variation on the sojourn times is high, because the two groups mentioned 
before have such different sojourn times 
- The number of items in the system over time is rising more compared to other 
scenarios because the number of read/write state changes is high when using an 
OnEmpty trigger scenario and the idle time of disks in read mode is high when 
using an OnNItemsAccepted trigger scenario  
 
number of disk servers used: > 6 
the total size of the disks used:  OnEmpty: > 320 GB 
OnNItemsAccepted: > 5000 GB 
total throughput of the system (with 6 disk 
servers for the first 6000 simulated files): 
OnEmpty: 232 MB/s 
OnNItemsAccepted: < 315 MB/s 
sojourn-times of items in the system: OnEmpty: > 980 seconds 
OnNItemsAccepted: > 22642 seconds 
Table 34: Performance parameters for the SPTF scheduled simulations 
 
One of the expectations for this scenario was that there will be a high percentage of the 
jobs that get very short sojourn times. This only holds if the trigger was not the 
OnNItemsAccepted disk server change trigger. If this trigger was used, the percentage of 
jobs with short sojourn times was not that big. This is caused by the disk servers that host 
the files with the shortest sojourn times normally are idle because there are no items to 
read anymore on their disks (the reading of items with short sojourn times is replaced in 
this scenario by being idle).  
 
6.1.5 OnEmpty change 
 
- The OnEmpty change trigger has the nice characteristic that if disk servers 
contain many items, the proportional disk server read/write time is increased by 
postponing disk server state changes.  
- The best performance of the OnEmpty change trigger scenario is achieved by 
using the LPTF queuing discipline. This because the LPTF scheduler picks the 
disk to be read with the largest amount of available files and the OnEmpty change 
trigger keeps this disk in read phase until no items are left to be read anymore. 
 
The expectation was that the sojourn times of items in a scenario with an OnEmpty disk 
server state change trigger have more deviation. According to the results from the 
simulation this was true. 
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6.1.6 OnNItemsAccepted change 
 
- Although the number of items in the system is higher than in the OnEmpty change 
trigger scenario, the regression function of the results of an OnNItemsAccepted 
trigger scenario is not showing significantly worse results. This can be explained 
by the fact that disk servers that store fewer items are not distinguished from the 
ones that store (too) many items. This results in disk servers getting more 
resources per accepted item to buffer than other servers. The result of this uneven 
distribution is that there will be a lot of files that have relatively small sojourn 
times in the system and complete, and a set of files that do not have such a small 
sojourn time and do not complete during the simulation run. The last group does 
not contribute in the sojourn time regression function and causes this regression 
function to be too optimistic. 
 
Although the expectation was that disk servers get equal loads, this was not borne out the 
simulation results. The cause of these inequalities is that the input streams did not send 
items to the different disk servers on an equal way (variations in the arrival process). 
 
The expectation of the long sojourn times if items that are left on a disk server, even after 
a read phase has been ended can also been seen in the simulation results. 
6.1.7 Fixed time change 
 
- Because the server state change moments are more predictable, the number of 
items in the system is rising more evenly over time (with less unexpected 
fluctuations). 
- Sojourn times get easily penalized with multiples of the cycle time (the time it 
takes for a disk server to go from the read state via the write state back to the read 
state). This because there is no synchronization between the disk state controller 
and the disk servers. 
 
The predicted low variance on the sojourn time of the items in a system with fixed time 
disk server state change triggers was higher than expected. This was because of the (in 
the other expectation mentioned) penalized items that stayed on a disk server, (even after 
a readout phase has ended), which have remarkably higher sojourn times compared to 
other items. 
6.1.8 Mixed read and write mode  
 
- Although having simultaneous read and write actions on the same disk server 
increases read and write times, the mixed read and write mode has the best 
performance. The reason for this better performance can be made clear by the 
usage of prioritized write actions on disk servers. Because the write actions can be 
given top priority, the write actions can function without any influence from 
simultaneous read actions. The only drawback is that the read action performance 
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is low. This again can be compensated by scheduling the write actions in periods 





In the last section the results from the simulation were discussed in relation to the 
problem definition. In this section an advice is presented to what can be concluded from 
this thesis. 
 
6.2.1 The proposed Tier0 input buffer system 
 
Since the best performance with the 6 disk server setup was obtained by using an LPTF 
scheduler, an OnEmpty change trigger and a mixed read/write mode, this setup is 
recommended for the Tier0 input buffer system.  
 
In the simulation this setup (with 6 disk servers with a total capacity of 280 GB) was 
sufficient to buffer the data coming from 4 different input streams with a total output of 
225 MB/s. But in the simulations the read actions where pushed from the input buffer 
disk servers to the other parts of the Tier0. In the real Tier0 system, it can be that there 
will be a pull action that triggers the read actions on the input buffer disk servers. For this 
action a disk server must be capable of stopping a write phase on a disk server in order to 
read on that disk server on a high speed. Since 4 disk servers can be in a write phase at 
the same time, there must be 4 extra disk servers that can replace the acceptation of the 
write actions of the before mentioned disk servers. 
 
This makes the final proposed Tier0 input buffer system a 10 disk server system 
controlled with an LPTF scheduler, an OnEmpty change trigger and a mixed read/write 
mode. 
 
6.2.2 Tier0 job scheduling 
 
Since the shortest waiting times of jobs were achieved by using a shortest-expected-
processing-time discipline, this discipline is recommended to be used for the Tier0 
reconstruction job scheduler (except if there were any higher prioritized jobs in the 
system). 
 
The next question was, how to predict the expected processing time of a job. In 
“Appendix F Related work in literature”, different methods for this work have been 
proposed. Since this work is outside of the scope of this thesis, there will be no final 
conclusion for this question. 
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6.3 Lessons learned 
 
Next to the conclusions on the central questions mentioned before in this thesis, there are 
other lessons that have been learned during the work on this thesis. These lessons are 




The first lesson results from the usage of the Yasper simulation tool. Because this tool is 
developed at the same university as where I study, there was a lot of interaction between 




The first type of lessons that has been learned from this work is the discovery of a 
collection of bugs in the different Yasper versions. Because the research for this thesis 
needed very excessive usage of the Yasper tools (like more projects at CERN need 
excessive usage of al kinds of different tools), the discovery of small bugs in Yasper was 
very likely.  
 
As the contact with the Yasper developers was good, the developers managed to fix all 




A tool that has been created because of this thesis is Yassim. It is a command-line driven 
simulation engine for Yasper that has been developed because this thesis needed to have 
a simulation engine which could run simulations in batches. 
 
Also this tool has been developed with the help of feedback from this thesis project. 
 
Yassim and Linux 
 
A number of the Yassim runs used for this simulation needed a lot of processing time. 
Some simulations even required 1 month. These were simulations where the number of 
tokens in the Petri net is rising and an increasingly large datastructure for the state of the 
net has to be maintained and recomputed for every simulation time unit. This takes 
increasingly longer time. For this reason some research to use the Yassim tool with Linux 
has been performed. All the batch services at CERN have Linux as their operating 
system, which indicates that the use of such a batch service could decrease the time it 
cost to run the simulations. 
 
Since Yassim has to run in a .Net environment, a tool like Mono needed to be used to run 
Yassim with Linux. With the newest version of Mono, Yassim could run with Linux. 
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Unfortunately the batch services do not have Mono installed, so all the simulations have 
run on Windows pc’s. 
6.3.2 Queuing theory 
 
Since this thesis has been written as a Master thesis project on the field of Databases & 
Hypermedia, the writer’s knowledge of queuing theory was very basic. If this knowledge 
was better, a lot of the work in this thesis would have been easier. 
 
6.3.3 Proposed changes for future similar research projects  
 





The crosschecking of some of the model parts has been done with the GPSS simulation 
tool. GPSS appeared to be much faster in running these simulation models than Yasper. 
Also the standard output of GPSS supplied the user with much more directly available, 
necessary statistics (like standard deviation on cycle times, histograms of results, 
minimum, average and maximum usage of resources). If the work had to be redone, using 
GPSS instead of Yasper as the primary tool to do the simulations is highly recommended. 
The drawback of the GPSS simulation environment compared to the Yasper simulation 
environment was that in order to create a simulation model, a special simulation language 
needed to be learned. Yasper Petri nets do not need much explanation to know which 
item in the interface has which functionality, for GPSS it is for example necessary to look 
up in the manual what the meaning of the second parameter of the STORAGE element is 
before you can use it.  
 
Other interesting scenario properties 
 
Conclusions in this thesis have been based on 4 properties mentioned in “2.1.2 Online 
buffer readout”. There are also some other properties of scenarios which could have been 
useful to compare the different scenarios. These are: 
 
- Idle time of disk servers 
The idle time of disk servers in a read phase can tell a lot about the performance of a 
scenario. This is especially true for those scenarios that did not use an OnEmpty 
trigger to change their disk server states. Since special read and write boxes have 
been used that adjust the read and write times of modelled disk servers according to 
the number of simultaneous actions, the idle time of disk servers could not be derived 
from the simulation results anymore (if a read or write action was just modelled by a 
role on a transition, the usage of this role could give an indication of the idle time). 
- Disk server usage distribution 
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For this thesis, only the total number of items in the system has been used to compare 
the different scenarios to each other. Since every disk server in the Tier0 input buffer 
consists of the same hardware, all disk servers must be capable to buffer the 
maximum measured number of files on a disk server in the simulation. To know this 
maximum number of files stored on one disk server, the models need to be created in 
a way that the maximum number of items in a place can be part of the output. At this 
time Yasper does not have this functionality. 
 
- The effect of different number of accepted items before a disk server change 
trigger is sent 
The onNItemsAccepted scenarios performance can be influenced by varying the 
number of items sent to a disk server before a trigger is sent (the N in 
onNItemsAccepted). To see the exact influence of this property on the different 
scenarios, a scenario must be modelled with different number of items and all these 
models must be simulated. The results of these simulations can be combined to a 
graph of different scenario properties compared to the number of items. Unfortunately 
the simulations of the Yasper models for this thesis were too time-consuming to 
create detailed graphs as described before. The only scenario where this property has 
been tested (although with low detail), is the LPTF OnNItemsAccepted scenario (the 
results of this simulation can be found in section “5.1.6 Model LPTF (longest 
processing time first) on NItemsAccepted trigger”). 
 
6.3.4 Advice for future similar research projects 
 
There are also some suggestions based on things that went very well during this Master 




Because the Yasper models used were quite complicated, it would be difficult to detect 
errors in these models that were caused by a mistake when the models were created. The 
chosen components modelling method helped to detect these mistakes. Because 
components and their behaviour (which is still straightforward at that level) can be 
checked separately, unexpected behaviour of these components was easy to detect and 




Since this Master thesis was written in a period when the Tier0 was still in development, 
the requirements for the problem situation were also changing during this thesis. The 
number of input datastreams and their output is an example of one of the parameters that 
were unclear while this thesis was written. 
 
There are two possible ways to cope with this situation. The first one is to wait until there 
are more final requirements available. But for this situation it was better to just set some 
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reasonable input parameters and see if the system was able to function with them. If the 
scenarios functioned properly, the conclusions could be used to tell that under the given 
circumstances the system can function. If these circumstances corresponded to the 
requirements that will be chosen eventually, the conclusions could be used directly. 
Otherwise they still gave information about the scenario (for example the reasons for why 
a particular system works well or not, can also be applied to other situations).  
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 Appendix A List of abbreviations 
 
ALICE A Large Ion Collider Experiment (experiment at the CERN physics laboratory) 
ATLAS A Toroidal LHC Apparatus (experiment at the CERN physics laboratory) 
CERN The European Organization for Nuclear Research 
CMS Compact Muon Solenoid (experiment at the CERN physics laboratory) 
CPN Computer Tool for Coloured Petri Nets 
CPU Central Processing Unit 
CSV Comma Separated Value(s) file format 
FIFO First In, First Out queuing discipline 
GPSS General Purpose Simulation System 
Grid Whereas the Web is a service for sharing information over the Internet, the Grid 
is a service for sharing computer power and data storage capacity over the 
Internet. 
LCG LHC Computing Grid 
LHC Large Hadron Collider (particle accelerator currently in construction at the 
CERN physics laboratory) 
LHCb LHC beauty (experiment at the CERN physics laboratory) 
LIFO Last In, First Out Scheduling Mechanism 
LPTF Longest Processing Time First Scheduling Mechanism 
LSF Load Sharing Facility 
MB Megabyte 
MonALISA Monitoring Agents in A Large Integrated Services Architecture  
NP Non-deterministic Polynomial time 
PACE Performance Analysis and Characterisation Environment 
PEPSY Performance Evaluation and Prediction SYstem 
RND Random 
SERPT Shortest expected remaining processing time first scheduling mechanism 
SLA Service Level Agreement 
SPTF Shortest Processing Time First scheduling mechanism 
SQL Structured Query Language 
TierN Items in an hierarchical architecture, the lower the number N, the higher the 
item is in the hierarchy 
WinPEPSY the Pepsy tool designed for Microsoft Windows 
XML eXtensible Markup Language 
Yasper Yet Another Smart Process Editor 
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 Appendix B Used models 
 
The used models will be supplied on a separate disk. The following filenames have been 
given to the different scenarios: 
 
Scenario Filename 
Model FIFO on OnEmpty trigger Scheduler465.pnml 
Model LPTF (longest processing time first) on 
OnEmpty trigger 
Scheduler466.pnml 
Model SPTF (shortest processing time first) on 
OnEmpty trigger 
Scheduler467.pnml 
Model RND on OnEmpty trigger Scheduler463.pnml 
Model FIFO on NItemsAccepted trigger Scheduler464.pnml 






Model SPTF (shortest processing time first) on 
NItemsAccepted trigger 
Scheduler468.pnml 
Model RND on NItemsAccepted trigger Scheduler4610.pnml 
Model LPTF on OnEmpty trigger and mixed 
read/write mode 
Scheduler462.pnml 
Model FIFO on fixed time change Scheduler461.pnml 
High level LIFO model LIFO.pnml 
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 Appendix C Detailed model descriptions 
 
This appendix will describe the models for the different parts. This will be done using 
three different descriptions per component that was described in section “4.1.1 Model 
components”. 
 
The first method shows the modelled Petri net as an image. This image is a copy of a part 
of the used simulation models. 
 
The second method uses text to clarify how the Petri net part is functioning. 
 
The last method uses pseudo code to explain the different model parts. This method also 
explains the connections between the different components. Those connections are 
implied by using the same names for global variables and function calls throughout the 
pseudo code for all the components.  
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Figure 51 A model of an LIFO input buffer dataflow simulation 
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The LIFO queuing discipline does not have a behaviour that could help to increase the 
performance of the Tier0 input buffer. This was found already after implementing a more 
general high-level model. Running this simulation shows that a large part of the disk 
servers will change their read/write states on a high frequency. This implies that 
consecutive files that come out of a data stream have a high chance to be fragmented over 
different disk servers. Also does a change of the disk server’s read/write state cause a 
decrease of the disk server average read/write speed, because for a disk server read/write 
state change the server must finish all running actions before it will be ready to function 
in the new state. For this reason only a more general high-level model has been 
implemented to see the behaviour of the LIFO input buffer. In this general high-level 
model, read/write actions have been modelled by a simple transition (which will cost 1 
second of processing time). The number of streams has been decreased to 1 stream with 
an average data generation time of 1.1 seconds (this will create a datastream whose speed 
is 91% of the data-handling speed of a disk server), which will send an item to one of the 
six disk servers in a random way. 
 
Besides the modelled dataflow, the model consists of three parts. The upper block is the 
memory where the representation of the order in which servers accept items, is stored in. 
The lower block is the logical block which checks whether or not the last “busy” disk 
server has new items to accept (if so, it has to accept again, otherwise the next disk in the 
order is checked). The middle block simulates the actual writing to a disk server. The 
dataflow goes from the emitter via the middle block to the consumer. 
 
The pseudo code for this model looks like: 
 
For (true) { 
 // This thread generates items 
 Generate_Item; 
 Wait Item_Generation_Time;  
}; 
 
// There is also another thread which does the following 
 
For (true) { 
 // First try the server with priority 1 which means 
 // the server which accepted an item the last time 
 Disk_server = Get_Server_With_Priority(1); 




} else { 
 // Otherwise try the server with priority 2 which  
 // means the server which accepted an item second last  
Disk_server = Get_Server_With_Priority(2); 





} else { 
// Otherwise try the server with priority 3... 
Disk_server = Get_Server_With_Priority(3); 




} else { 
Disk_server = Get_Server_With_Priority(4); 




} else { 
Disk_server = Get_Server_With_Priority(5); 




} else { 
Disk_server = Get_Server_With_Priority(6); 











Function Get_Server_With_Priority(Priority) { 
 // Returns the priority number (number 1 corresponds 
 // to the server that accepted an item most recently, 
 // 2 the second most recent, etc.. 
 If (Priority_Per_Server[1]==Priority) { 
  // Priority_Per_Server[1] tells which server has 
  // priority 1 
  Return 1; 
}; 
If (Priority_Per_Server[2]==Priority) { 
  Return 2; 
}; 
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If (Priority_Per_Server[3]==Priority) { 
  Return 3; 
}; 
If (Priority_Per_Server[4]==Priority) { 
  Return 4; 
}; 
If (Priority_Per_Server[5]==Priority) { 
  Return 5; 
}; 
If (Priority_Per_Server[6]==Priority) { 




Function Update_LIFO(Disk_Server) { 
 // Sets the memory of the lifo scheduler to confirm 
 // to a last action on disk-server “Disk_Server” 
 Old_Priority = Priority_Per_Server[Disk_Server]; 
 For (i=1 to 6) {  








Function Generate_Item { 
 // Sends an item to a random disk server queue 
 Server_to_send_to = Random(1..6); 





Figure 52 A model of a SMOD scheduler 
 
The SMOD scheduler model receives a request to tell which disk server contains the 
smallest number of items via the place at the top left. Then it first checks which disk 
servers are candidates (via the upper row of 12 transitions), then which disk servers don’t 
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contain any items (via the 2nd row of 12 transitions), and finally which from the 
remaining disks contains the most items (via the 3rd row of 12 transitions). 
 
After the decision has been made, the tokens have to be moved back to the places they 
originated from (via the transitions at the left bottom of the model). 
 









// this function returns the disk server number of the disk  
// server containing the largest number of items 
// inputs are the number of items stored on the different  
// disk servers and their state (1=writing,0=reading) 
Out_of_the_game Array [1..6] of Booleans; 
 
Out_Of_the_game[1]= (Disk_Server_1_State == 1); 
Out_Of_the_game[2]= (Disk_Server_2_State == 1); 
Out_Of_the_game[3]= (Disk_Server_3_State == 1); 
Out_Of_the_game[4]= (Disk_Server_4_State == 1); 
Out_Of_the_game[5]= (Disk_Server_5_State == 1); 
Out_Of_the_game[6]= (Disk_Server_6_State == 1); 
 
If (!Out_Of_the_game[1] & Disk_Server_1_Items == 0)  
Out_of_the_game[1] = true; 
If (!Out_Of_the_game[2] & Disk_Server_2_Items == 0)  
Out_of_the_game[2] = true; 
If (!Out_Of_the_game[3] & Disk_Server_3_Items == 0)  
Out_of_the_game[3] = true; 
If (!Out_Of_the_game[4] & Disk_Server_4_Items == 0)  
Out_of_the_game[4] = true; 
If (!Out_Of_the_game[5] & Disk_Server_5_Items == 0)  
Out_of_the_game[5] = true; 
If (!Out_Of_the_game[6] & Disk_Server_6_Items == 0)  
Out_of_the_game[6] = true; 
 
While (Number_Of_Items_True_In_Array(Out_Of_the_game)< 5) { 
For every disk server where Out_of_the_game[x] == 
false and disk_server_x_items>0 { 
 Disk_server_x_items--; 
} else { 
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If this disk server is the only one with still 
items on it, return the disk number and clean up 





Figure 53 A model of an RND scheduler 
 
The RND scheduler model receives an item in the upper most place whenever a change 
of state is imminent in one of the servers. 11 tokens from one place can be consumed 
(this changes the mode of the disk server that is connected to this place from write mode 
to read mode), and any of the places can get 11 new tokens (and change the mode of the 
disk server that is connected to this place from read mode to write mode), even the ones 
that already contain some. The last action is non-deterministic. The last category is sorted 
out with the help of boxes that detect the appearance of more than 11 tokens in one place. 
 






// Returns the disk server number of a disk server to be  
// put in a write state, unless it is already in write  
// state. In that case it picks another disk server 
  Next_disk_server_in_mode = Random [1..6]; 
While (Disk_Server_[Next_disk_server_in_mode]_State = 1)  
 { 






Figure 54 A model of an SLOD scheduler 
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For the most part, the model of the SLOD scheduler works the same way as the SMOD 
scheduler. The only difference is that the final decision layer selects the disk with the 
least items stored on disk. 
 
 









// this function returns the disk server number of the disk  
// server containing the smallest number of items 
// inputs are the number of items stored on the different  
// disk servers and their state (1=writing,0=reading) 
 
Out_of_the_game Array [1..6] of Booleans; 
 
Out_Of_the_game[1]= (Disk_Server_1_State == 1); 
Out_Of_the_game[2]= (Disk_Server_2_State == 1); 
Out_Of_the_game[3]= (Disk_Server_3_State == 1); 
Out_Of_the_game[4]= (Disk_Server_4_State == 1); 
Out_Of_the_game[5]= (Disk_Server_5_State == 1); 
Out_Of_the_game[6]= (Disk_Server_6_State == 1); 
 
If (!Out_Of_the_game[1] & Disk_Server_1_Items == 0)  
Out_of_the_game[1] = true; 
If (!Out_Of_the_game[2] & Disk_Server_2_Items == 0)  
Out_of_the_game[2] = true; 
If (!Out_Of_the_game[3] & Disk_Server_3_Items == 0)  
Out_of_the_game[3] = true; 
If (!Out_Of_the_game[4] & Disk_Server_4_Items == 0)  
Out_of_the_game[4] = true; 
If (!Out_Of_the_game[5] & Disk_Server_5_Items == 0)  
Out_of_the_game[5] = true; 
If (!Out_Of_the_game[6] & Disk_Server_6_Items == 0)  
Out_of_the_game[6] = true; 
 
While (Number_Of_Items_True_In_Array(Out_Of_the_game)< 5) { 
For every disk server where Out_of_the_game[x] == 
false and disk_server_x_items>0 { 
 Disk_server_x_items--; 
} else { 
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Figure 55 A model of a FIFO scheduler 
The FIFO scheduler model uses a fixed amount of servers and the repetitive type of 
action-cycles they have to simplify the scheduling sequence. Every transition fires one 
time in every cycle and while doing this, the last server that was in write mode is put into 
read mode and the last server that was in read mode is put into write mode. 
 






// This function returns the number of the disk server  
// that is next to be in write mode 
If (Disk_Server_1_State == 1 & Disk_Server_2_State == 0)  
 { 
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   Disk_Server_2_State = 1; 
   Disk_Server_4_State = 0; 
 }; 
If (Disk_Server_1_State == 2 & Disk_Server_3_State == 0)  
 { 
   Disk_Server_3_State = 1; 
   Disk_Server_5_State = 0; 
 }; 
If (Disk_Server_1_State == 3 & Disk_Server_4_State == 0)  
 { 
   Disk_Server_4_State = 1; 
   Disk_Server_6_State = 0; 
 }; 
If (Disk_Server_1_State == 4 & Disk_Server_5_State == 0)  
 { 
   Disk_Server_5_State = 1; 
   Disk_Server_1_State = 0; 
 }; 
If (Disk_Server_1_State == 5 & Disk_Server_6_State == 0)  
 { 
   Disk_Server_6_State = 1; 
   Disk_Server_2_State = 0; 
 }; 
If (Disk_Server_1_State == 6 & Disk_Server_1_State == 0)  
 { 
   Disk_Server_1_State = 1; 






Figure 56 A model of a counter to compare different number of stored items 
 
The model of a counter to compare different numbers of stored items is structured in 
several stages. A stage is identifiable by a column of transitions. The first stage always 
determines which disk servers are possible candidates (for example, only the disk servers 
in read mode are candidates to become disk servers in write mode). The second stage 
checks if there are disks with 0 items stored on them. The third stage does the actual 
counting and the final stage puts all items back to their original positions.  
 
The pseudo code for the counter to compare the different number of items stored on a 




Figure 57 A model of a read or a write disk server 
 
The model of the read and write servers has to simulate different sojourn times for items 
according to the number of simultaneous actions. In order to do this, the number of 
simultaneous actions is temporarily stored in the column of white places. According to 
this stored number, the dataflow of data-items through the yellow places will be decided. 
The more simultaneous actions are saved in the model, the longer the path through the 
different “X Simultaneous read” transitions will be and the longer the sojourn time of 
items in the system. 
 
The pseudo code for this component as a write action on a disk server looks like:  
 
Accomplish_Write_action(Disk_server, DataItem) { 
// Advances the time it cost to write item “DataItem”  
// on disk “Disk_Server” under the current conditions 
// Afterwards an item is queued to be read 
 Global variable NumberOfSimultaneousWriteAction[1..6]; 
 
 Counter_[Disk_server]++; // only for OnNItemsAccepted 
While (Disk_Server_[Disk_Server]_State == 0 ||  
Busy_Read[Disk_Server]) {}; 




 If (NumberOfSimultaneousWriteAction[Disk_server]>1) 
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  Wait(AdditionalTimeFor2ItemToWrite); 
 If (NumberOfSimultaneousWriteAction[Disk_server]>2) 
  Wait(AdditionalTimeFor3ItemToWrite); 
 If (NumberOfSimultaneousWriteAction[Disk_server]>3) 
  Wait(AdditionalTimeFor4ItemToWrite); 
 If (NumberOfSimultaneousWriteAction[Disk_server]>4) 
  Wait(AdditionalTimeFor5ItemToWrite); 
 If (NumberOfSimultaneousWriteAction[Disk_server]>5) 
  Wait(AdditionalTimeFor6ItemToWrite); 
 If (NumberOfSimultaneousWriteAction[Disk_server]>6) 
  Wait(AdditionalTimeFor7ItemToWrite); 
 If (NumberOfSimultaneousWriteAction[Disk_server]>7) 
  Wait(AdditionalTimeFor8ItemToWrite); 
 If (NumberOfSimultaneousWriteAction[Disk_server]>8) 
  Wait(AdditionalTimeFor9ItemToWrite); 
 If (NumberOfSimultaneousWriteAction[Disk_server]>9) 
  Wait(AdditionalTimeFor10ItemToWrite); 
 Busy_Write[Disk_Server]--; 
Number_Of_Items[Disk_Server]++; 
 Accomplish_Read_action(Disk_Server, DataItem); 
}; 
 
The pseudo code for this component as a read action on a disk server looks like:  
 
Accomplish_Read_action(Disk_server, DataItem) { 
// Advances the time it cost to read item “DataItem”  
// on disk “Disk_Server” under the current conditions 
// Afterwards an item is ready to be collected 
 
 Global variable NumberOfSimultaneousReadAction[1..6]; 
 
While (Disk_Server_[Disk_Server]_State == 1 ||  
Busy_Write[Disk_Server]) {}; 
Busy_Read[Disk_Server]++; // read/write splitter 
 NumberOfSimultaneousReadAction[Disk_server]++; 
 Wait(AdditionalTimeFor1ItemToRead); 
 If (NumberOfSimultaneousReadAction[Disk_server]>1) 
  Wait(AdditionalTimeFor2ItemToRead); 
 If (NumberOfSimultaneousReadAction[Disk_server]>2) 
  Wait(AdditionalTimeFor3ItemToRead); 
 If (NumberOfSimultaneousReadAction[Disk_server]>3) 
  Wait(AdditionalTimeFor4ItemToRead); 
 If (NumberOfSimultaneousReadAction[Disk_server]>4) 
  Wait(AdditionalTimeFor5ItemToRead); 
 If (NumberOfSimultaneousReadAction[Disk_server]>5) 
  Wait(AdditionalTimeFor6ItemToRead); 
 If (NumberOfSimultaneousReadAction[Disk_server]>6) 
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  Wait(AdditionalTimeFor7ItemToRead); 
 If (NumberOfSimultaneousReadAction[Disk_server]>7) 
  Wait(AdditionalTimeFor8ItemToRead); 
 If (NumberOfSimultaneousReadAction[Disk_server]>8) 
  Wait(AdditionalTimeFor9ItemToRead); 
 If (NumberOfSimultaneousReadAction[Disk_server]>9) 
  Wait(AdditionalTimeFor10ItemToRead); 
Busy_Read[Disk_Server]--; 
Number_Of_Items[Disk_Server]--; 




Figure 58 A model of a read/write splitter 
The model of a read/write splitter uses special places (the upper left and right one) to 
communicate whether a server is busy with a write action (the left place) or a read action 
(the right place). If a token is present in the place to the left, the read box doesn’t accept 
any new items to read; the same holds for the right place and write actions. 
 
In pseudo code this component can be represented by two global variables: 
 
Global Variable Busy_Read[1..6] : Boolean; 
Global Variable Busy_Write[1..6] : Boolean; 
 
Before a write action starts, the condition to start this action contains the check 
!Busy_Read[Disk_Server], and before a read action starts, the condition to start 
contains the check !Busy_Write[Disk_Server]. 
 
Next to this every read action is started with the statement 
Busy_Read[Disk_Server]++; and ends with the statement  




Figure 59 A model of a semi read/write splitter 
The model of a semi read/write splitter does the same as the model of a read/write 
splitter. The only difference is that only read actions are blocked (or the speed of read 
actions is restricted) if a write action is taking place at the same time. 
 
Also the pseudo code for this item is the same as for the complete read/write splitter. The 
only difference is that the variables for the read actions on disk servers are missing. 
 
 
Figure 60 A data generator model 
A data generator model just uses the standard emitter of Yasper. 
 
The pseudo code for this item looks like: 
 
Function Create_Data_Item() { 
 // An item is created and send to a matchmaker which 
 // was already coupled to the data stream 







Figure 61 A model of a stream to server matchmaker 
 
The stream-to-server matchmaker connects places that represent data streams with places 
representing the inputs of the simulated disk servers. To make this connection as fair as 
possible, every stream is coupled to 3 different servers (3 because the number of disk 
servers not capable of receiving data is at most 2, so if there are 3 possibilities at least one 
of them will be available) and the choice between which server will receive the data item 
is entirely non-deterministic. 
 
In pseudo code the matchmaker can be described with the following function: 
 
Function StartMatchmaker(Matchmaker, Newfile) { 
 // Checks which from the 3 coupled disk servers is 
 // ready to accept an item to write. Sends the data 
 // item to this server. 
 If (Disk_Server_[Connection(Matchmaker,1)]_State = 1){ 
Accomplish_Write_action(Connection(Matchmaker,1), Newfile); 
 } else { 
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 If (Disk_Server_[Connection(Matchmaker,2)]_State = 1){ 
Accomplish_Write_action(Connection(Matchmaker,2), Newfile); 







Figure 62 A model of a counter to count number of items sent 
 
The model of a counter to count the number of items sent to a disk server, stores a copy 
of every token sent to a specific disk server in a special (white, non case sensitive) place. 
If the number of tokens in this place exceeds a certain number, a processor connected to 
this place sends out a signal. 
 
 
The pseudo code for this item can be explained by the following process that is started for 
every simulated disk server: 
 
While (true) { 
// Checks if a disk server received 100 items and  
// triggers a scheduler if this happens 
 While (Counter_[Disk_server]<100) {}; 
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// only the following line for  
// the FIFO scheduler 
FIFO_Scheduler_Renew  
// The other schedulers get: 
Disk_Server_[Disk_Server]_State = 0; 





Figure 63 A model of a data collector 
The data collector uses the standard consumer box of Yasper. 
 
In pseudo code it can be described by the following function: 
 
Function Ready(Disk_Server, DataItem){ 





Figure 64 A model of a data storage item 
 
The model of a data storage item can have different functions. The first function is the 
transportation of the case data. The yellow (case sensitive) places are used for this reason. 
The second function is to support administrative tasks like comparing the number of 
items stored on different disk servers. To accomplish this place A contains exactly the 
number of stored item on a disk server. The last function can be used to find out what the 
maximum number of items stored on the disk server was. This number is stored in the 
lower right place. 
 




Figure 65 A model of an empty disk checker 
 
An empty disk checker sends out a token as soon as there is no item left on a disk server. 
In order to work properly, this disk server needs to be initialized after a write phase has 
ended by putting a token in the place “Alr Unset”. This is necessary because the empty 
disk checker only needs to send out a signal if the disk state changes to empty. 
 
The pseudo code for this item can be explained by the following function that is started 
by the start-up unit: 
 
Function CheckIfEmpty(Disk_Server) { 
 // Is called when a disk server has been put in a  
// read phase and sends a trigger to a scheduler 
// if no items are stored on that disk servers disk 
// anymore 
 While (Number_Of_Items[Disk_Server]>0) {}; 
// only the following line for  
// the FIFO scheduler 
FIFO_Scheduler_Renew  
// The other schedulers get: 
Disk_Server_[Disk_Server]_State = 1; 
New_Server = ChosenScheduler_Scheduler_Renew; 







Figure 66 A model of a start-up unit 
 
The start-up unit in a model is used to make sure that a set of data items is already present 
in the system when the scheduler is started up. For this reason a transition does the same 
actions as if a disk server state change is happening. This means that the scheduler does 
not start when the dataflow starts, but it starts after some pre-defined time (this time is the 
processing time of the transition boxes).  
 
The pseudo code for the first start-up unit is: 
 
// Change disk server state 6 to read and start the onEmpty 
// trigger function 
Disk_Server_6_State = 0; 
Disk_Server_[ChosenScheduler_Scheduler_Renew]_State = 1; 
CheckIfEmpty(6);  
 
The pseudo code for the second start-up unit is: 
 
// Change disk server state 5 to read and start the onEmpty 
// trigger function 
Disk_Server_5_State = 0; 
Disk_Server_[ChosenScheduler_Scheduler_Renew]_State = 1; 
CheckIfEmpty(5); 
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 Appendix D Description of the data analysis procedure 
used 
 
The output of a YasSim simulation of a Yasper model is an XML-file describing the 
cases that were present in the simulated environment at the time the simulation was 
stopped. This XML file contains the following attributes for every case (only items 
written in italics have been used): 
 
Case attribute Description 
case The case ID 
Completed? Was the case completed when the simulation stopped? 
cost What was the computed cost of a case (costs are predefined in 
transitions) 
cycle time The time between the creation of a case and the completion of this case 
end time The absolute time the case has completed 
from Which producer (transition) created this case 
pending jobs The number of jobs that are still pending for this case when the 
simulation stops 
productions The number of firing sequences of transitions in the model needed to 
complete a case until the simulation was stopped 
start time The absolute time the case was created 
to In which transition did this case end 
wait time What was the idle time of a case in a simulation 
work time The total time an item of a case was in use by a transition 
Table 35: Case attribute descriptions 
 
This file only describes properties of the cases (in our model a case stands for a file to be 
stored and read in the Tier0 input buffer), but disk usage over time is also an interesting 
item to view (in the model defined by the number of cases in the simulation over time). 
To generate such data, a query processor has to be used to query the YasSim XML-
output. 
 
For this purpose a combination of Microsoft Excel and Microsoft Log Parser 2.2 has been 
used. Excel is used to export the XML-data to Comma Separated Values (CSV) files 
which are better readable by Log Parser 2.2. 
 
The exported CSV data is read by the Log Parser tool which uses SQL queries to make a 
file containing the number of files in the system over time. The following type of query is 
used for this reason: 
 
“SELECT TME as count, COUNT(*) INTO output.csv FROM 




In this query “TME” can be replaced by the simulation moment you want to measure the 
number of items in the system. Output.csv and input.csv respectively are the input and 
output data files. 
 
The output of this command is a csv-file, containing two columns (count is the moment 
you chose to measure and COUNT(*) is the number of counted items in the simulation), 
a header and a row with the actual data. These different outputs are combined in one file 
and sorted according to the measured time in Excel. 
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The first option considered uses a simulator that interprets a simulation language called 
GPSS (General Purpose Simulation System). This discrete time simulation language uses 
a simulation clock that advances in uniform steps and computes the changes in the 
simulated environment. The approach to modelling the simulated situation is queue-
oriented instead of workflow-oriented (like Yasper is). GPSS is already being used by 
members of the CMS computing group for other projects. Because of that a lot of GPSS 
expertise is available to support the remodelling of the simulated situations.  
 
Another advantage of GPSS is that its simulation engine is designed specifically for 
simulations of queuing entities. This makes the simulations run faster than simulations 
with other tools like Yasper that do not have the same design goal. Besides the speed of 
the simulations the GPSS reporting system is also very suitable for the simulations used 
in this project. The flexibility of the GPSS results reporting system in particular makes it 
powerful and adjustable to several situations. Another advantage of GPSS is the good 
support for statistical properties in the generation and processing of the entities of the 
simulation models. 
 
The last reason to use GPSS is the license it offers. The version used for this project is 
available for free for academic use. The only drawback of this free version is that only 
limited models (models are considered to be limited when they have less than 180 blocks 
in use) can be simulated. For the simulations required for this project that limitation does 
not have any effects on the results. 




Winpepsy (the Pepsy, Performance Evaluation and Prediction SYstem, tool designed for 
Microsoft Windows) is one of the tools considered for crosschecking the Yasper model. 
Pepsy is a program that performs analytical performance evaluation based on queuing 
models. Similar to Yasper, Pepsy uses models written in a language exchangeable with 
other programs. Yasper is using the Petri Net (PNML, Petri Net Markup Language) as a 
common exchangeable language with other tools. Pepsy uses the Mosel language to 
describe the models. 
 
The main reason Winpepsy was not used to carry out the Yasper model checking was its 
lack of interactivity between different elements in a modelled system. Every element 
used in a Winpepsy model only depends on other parts in the system through the process-
flow. Another reason to use another program to do the crosschecking instead of 
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Winpepsy is Winpepsy’s current state of development. According to the 2003 university 
of Erlangen annual report [2], the plan was to add supplemental analysis methods and 
queuing system distributions to the Winpepsy application. However, Winpepsy’s latest 
release still does not contain any methods that evolved from this intention. Winpepsy is 
currently more suitable to do theoretical analyses of systems containing independent 
parallel and sequential queues. The Tier0 input buffer problem uses dependant parallel 




CPN/Tools 1.4 (Computer Tool for Coloured Petri Nets) is another program considered 
to be used to perform the Yasper model crosschecking. Equivalent to Yasper, CPN/Tools 
uses Petri Nets to model the queuing systems. This equivalence is the main reason to 
reject CPN/Tools. The similarity in the model language reduces the objectivity from the 
method used to do the crosschecking. 
 
The CPN/Tools user interface is not like the typical Windows program user interface. 
The main design goal of CPN/Tools is to create a new type of user interaction [1]. This 
makes the requirements for the software different as well. Instead of the typical pointing 
device and keyboard combination, CPN/Tools are preferably controlled using two 
pointing devices (a mouse and a track-ball). 
 
The selected crosschecking tool GPSS 
 
Considering the above mentioned reasons, the tool chosen to be used for the Yasper-
model crosschecking was GPSS. Simulations made with GPSS have a different influence 
on the model with respect to at least the type of modelling and the tool itself. The third 
condition mentioned for crosschecking, to throw out the influence of the person who 
models the simulation, is optional with the use of GPSS. 
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 Appendix F Related work in literature 
 
A lot of research in the field of scheduling has already been done. This section offers a 





Queuing theory defines a set of disciplines for prioritizing jobs in a queue [12, pg. 144], 













The choice of a discipline with the smallest average queuing time depends on the 
mechanism which is used to queue jobs. The choice of a non-pre-emptive queuing 
mechanism already excludes the shortest/longest-remaining and shortest/longest-
expected-remaining discipline options, because it is not possible to pause a running job. 
The shortest-processing-time-first discipline is known to have the smallest possible 
average waiting time for the situation of a non-pre-emptive queuing mechanism [12, pg. 
144]. But this discipline has the requirement of knowing the processing time of a job 
before it is added to a queue. The best the system can do is making estimations of the 
expected processing time of a job before it is added to the queue. The shortest-expected-
processing-time-first (SEPT) discipline would be the best solution for this situation. 
 
If the queuing mechanism is pre-emptive, a better reduction of average waiting times is 
possible. In that case the shortest-remaining-processing-time-first discipline would be the 
most suitable solution for reducing the average waiting time. This can be explained by 
the example where a set of jobs in a queue is expanded with the jobs already running in 
the system. The processing time of the normal queue jobs is the normal processing time 
and the processing time of the running job is defined as the remaining processing time of 
a job. Because the running job is already running, every non-running job in the queue has 
a larger processing time than the running job. Now a new job with a processing time less 
than the remaining processing time of the running job is added to the queue. It would be 
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better that the running job becomes idle and the new smaller job will be started instead of 
finishing the old running job before starting the newly arrived job (because the new job is 
finished in less time assuming that it costs no additional time to pause and resume a 
running job). Again it is not possible to know the remaining processing time of a job in 
our system. The shortest-expected-remaining-processing-time-first (SERPT) discipline 
would be the best possible solution for this situation. 
 
Non-pre-emptive queuing solutions 
 
Using a non-pre-emptive queuing mechanism restricts our optimization-method to 
estimating runtime of a job before a job is started. According to the SEPT discipline, 
long-running jobs will get low priority and short-running jobs will get high priority to 
achieve the lowest possible average waiting time. To estimate the time a job is running, it 
is possible to use two different monitoring aspects of jobs. Decisions can be made using 
both monitoring data about the datasets a job is using and monitoring data about the 
program that is going to be run by a job. 
 
Using the dataset properties of a job for queue optimization can be done in two ways. The 
historical (long-term) or the more recent (short-term) information about datasets can be 
used to optimize the accuracy of the estimate of job running times. 
 
The long-term job runtime prediction takes into account the connection between jobs and 
the type of data it uses. To accomplish this prediction, it is necessary to answer two 
questions: 
 
1. What type of data is the job using (which experiment is the data coming from)? 
2. What is the average job-running-time for a job using a particular type of data? 
 
The first question can be addressed by creating a set of dataset sorts (a set of job groups) 
before the experiment is started and assign every job to a job group before that job is 
started. Finding the answer to the second question requires administration while the 
system is running. When a job has been done, the administration system will be updated 
with new data (the average run time for a job in a particular job group will be updated 
using the actual run time of a job that has been completed in that particular job group). 
Using this job run time prediction simply means looking into the administration system to 
the average job run time for the group the job belongs to. 
 
The short-term job run time prediction puts more emphasis on the exact dataset a job is 
using. It is possible to use the same mechanism as the long-term job runtime prediction 
with the job group defined as a set of jobs using exactly the same dataset as input. It is 
essential to specify which dataset a job is going to use before it is started and update the 
administration entry after running a job using the actual job run time. Then it is possible 
to use the average job run time for jobs using the same input-dataset (queried from the 
administrative system) to predict the actual running time of the job. 
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In case jobs use the same dataset (they belong to in the same job group) it is also possible 
to optimize the queuing performance in a different way. Putting these jobs after each 
other in the same system can save time, as long as it is not needed to read and/or delete 
the data between consecutive jobs. In place of optimizing the average waiting time this 
method optimizes the total system time of jobs because only the service time is decreased 
(it is possible that the average waiting time increases). 
 
Another possibility mentioned above is looking at the program-complexity before a job is 
started. It is possible to use a job group mechanism (the same as mentioned before) with 
the job group defined as a set of jobs running the same program.  
 
Using a combination of the methods mentioned above must give the system a possibility 
to prioritize jobs without human interaction (except during set up of the system for things 
like defining the different groups). 
 
Pre-emptive queuing solutions 
 
As mentioned before, a SERPT queuing discipline would be the discipline with the 
shortest average waiting times, assuming a pre-emptive queuing mechanism is used. It is 
possible to replace the expected-remaining-processing-time with the expected-
processing-time for queued jobs that have not been started. This makes it possible to use 
the attributes mentioned in the non-pre-emptive queuing solutions for the pre-emptive 
queuing situation as well, provided that the jobs that have not been started can be 
identified in a queue. This last condition can be fulfilled using a simple administrative 
system that looks up which jobs have left the queue. 
 
The pre-emptive queuing solution gains extra average waiting time reduction compared 
to the non-pre-emptive queuing solution using an expected remaining processing time. A 
simple method to estimate this property of a job is using the total expected processing 
time property of the job (obtained using the methods mentioned above) and subtract the 
time that has already elapsed. This alone is an improvement to the non-pre-emptive 
situation. 
 
The remaining-processing-time estimation can be more accurate using data supplied by a 
monitoring tool. Because experiments produce data of nearly the same size [13, pg. 8] 
and the processed data of jobs queued in our system does not vary much, it is possible to 
estimate the remaining-processing-time more accurately using this property of jobs. A 
monitoring tool which is able to provide the size of processed and/or read data of a job 
helps improve the queue optimization. With this information the remaining-processing-




mdsndsptrpt −=  
rpt = (estimated) remaining processing time 
pt = (estimated) processing time 
nds = normal data size a job uses/produces 
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mds = monitored data size a job has used/produced 
 
Because a job can use or produce more data than would be normal for a specific 
experiment (mds>nds), the product is maximized with 0. If a job has already produced or 
used more data than normal, the expected remaining processing time is 0 (because the 
probability is high that the job will finish immediately). 
 
F.2 Batch system and Grid view 
 
Besides mathematical queuing theory, more practical minded batch system theory and 
Grid scheduling techniques can also help to assign the right priority to jobs. Mechanisms 
used in other scheduler implementations which proved to be functional in practical 
situations can help create a framework suitable for the problem situation described above. 
These solutions can be divided into three categories, scheduling on the level of resources, 
scheduling on the level of jobs or scheduling on the level of job actions. The first one is 
the most coarse grained and the last one the most fine-grained. The solution for the 
problem must be at the jobs scheduling level, but mechanisms from other level examples 
can be used also. 
 
Resource level: Service level agreement based scheduling 
 
Another scheduling method used in the Grid is the “Service level agreement based 
scheduling” method [8]. This method uses the rules mentioned in the Service Level 
Agreements (SLA) belonging to the Grid to create a schedule that best fits these 
agreements. This goal not only involves queuing times and job cycle times, but it also 
deals with guaranteed latest finishing times, allocation of resources and other types of 
rules. 
 
A SLA is a tailor-made set of rules applying to a situation in the global Grid that belongs 
to a specific defined part of the Grid. The SLA is created in such a way that the resources 
which are presented to the Grid are at least able to fulfil the SLA obligation part. This 
makes the Grid system aware of the minimal resource-availability of the total Grid 
system, by simple adding all SLA-obligation parts to each other.  
 
On the other hand the demand of resources is also negotiated by a SLA. This demand can 
also be flexible. The scheduling problem on the global scale is due to this reduced to 
combining demands of resources with the presented available resources. This problem 
looks rather simple, but because of the dynamic environment it is more complicated than 
expected. 
 
Job level: Performance reactive scheduling 
 
Another approach to optimize the performance of a scheduled system is to look at 
performance results from the past. With the aid of this information new items can be 
scheduled more accurately.  
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Some research on this type of process scheduling has already been done. Extensive 
research was done using the PACE (Performance Analysis and Characterisation 
Environment) toolkit to administrate the performance tests and to do new performance 
predictions using this stored historical performance data [9, 10, 11].  
 
To accomplish this goal each task must have an associated performance model stored in 
the system and recent monitoring data must be compared to this model (using the Globus 
Monitoring and Discovery Service to provide the monitoring data). To optimize the 
schedule, the system uses a heuristic algorithm to make decisions and see what kind of an 
influence these decisions have. In the model below an overview of this method is given. 
The heuristic method parameters are applied to the applications and the effects can be 
seen with the help of the resource tools. These two facts are combined using an 
evaluation engine which supplies the input for the scheduler. 
 
 
Figure 67: An outline of the PACE system. Source: [10]. 
 
There are already some outcomes from tests with these sorts of systems, which show that 
the system converges very fast to a schedule with the shortest waiting times [11]. 
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Job level: Maui 
 
“The Maui scheduler has received wide acceptance in the high performance computing 
community as a highly configurable and effective batch scheduler. It is currently in use 
on hundreds of SP, O2K, and Linux cluster systems throughout the world including a 
high percentage of the largest and most cutting edge research sites.” [4] 
 
The Maui job prioritization mechanism is known to be very effective in existing batch job 
management systems [5]. The mechanism uses a hierarchical system of priority weights, 
which computes an overall priority number for a job. On every level except the overall 
level, items consist of both a weight (which is a fixed configurable number) and a factor. 
The sum of the products of weights and factors is again the factor for their parent 
element. On the highest level this system can be described with the formula:  
 
Overall Priority = SERVICEWEIGHT * SERVICEFACTOR + 
RESOURCEWEIGHT * RESOURCEFACTOR + FAIRSHAREWEIGHT * 
FAIRSHAREFACTOR + DIRECTSPECWEIGHT * DIRECTSPECFACTOR + 
TARGETWEIGHT * TARGETFACTOR + BYPASSWEIGHT * BYPASSFACTOR 
 
Every weight mentioned in the formula above is again a formula merging other weights. 
For example DIRECTSPECWEIGHT in the formula above is again defined by: 
 
DIRECTSPECWEIGHT = USERWEIGHT * Priority[UserJ] + 
GROUPWEIGHT * Priority[GroupJ] + ACCOUNTWEIGHT * 
Priority[AccountJ] + QOSWEIGHT * Priority[QOSJ] + 
CLASSWEIGHT * Priority[ClassJ] 
 
This mechanism makes the scheduler configurable to fit several situations with different 
demands on the scheduling job prioritization. But it also limits the number of priority 
factors influencing the overall priority of a job. It must be possible to take more 
advantage of the priority mechanism by adding situation specific priority factors (like 
physics or detector specific factors) to the system. 
 
Another method used by Maui to reduce average queuing times and cycle times is 
backfill scheduling. If backfill scheduling is used, the system looks first into the highest 
priority queue if it is possible to run a job with the available resources. If enough 
resources are available, a job will run according to the normal priority mechanism. If 
there are not enough resources available for a job to run, a reservation of resources in the 
system will be made. If every job in the highest priority queue has been started or a 
reservation of resources has been made for every job in this queue, the backfill scheduler 
looks in lower priority queues if it is possible to run jobs with the available machine 
resources. This causes a decrease of the total job waiting times because jobs that were 
normally blocked can run in advance using machine resources that were normally 
unoccupied without backfill scheduling. 
 
The backfill scheduling method is already available in the LSF system. Hence it is not 
necessary to design this system for the problem situation. The only decision that has to be 
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made is whether or not the method is going to be used. Two issues are involved in this 
decision: the requirements for an efficient use of the backfill scheduling and the 
efficiency of the backfill scheduling itself.  
 
The requirement for backfill scheduling is that the system must know (or have at least a 
good estimate of) how many system resources (both time and number of nodes in use) a 
job needs before the job is executed. And this demand for resources must be different 
from one job to another otherwise it is not possible for the system to distinguish between 
jobs and apply the backfill scheduling. The time estimation (run limit) of a job is already 
computed in the job prioritization mechanism described before in this paper. But to know 
the number of needed nodes, some metadata about programming code specifying the 
number of nodes used in the code must be available. And this metadata must also be 
readable by the backfill scheduler. 
 
The second requirement is an increase in efficiency. Backfilling is not always an 
improvement on queuing times compared to a situation without backfilling. This is a 
consequence of the fact that jobs sometimes exceed or stay below the runtime predicted 
for them. To illustrate this, a six node system with three queued prioritized jobs is 
presented. Job A has the highest priority and is estimated to have a runtime of 3 time 
units and to use 4 nodes. Job B has medium priority and is estimated to have a runtime of 
2 time units and uses 5 nodes. Job C is the lowest prioritized job and is estimated to have 
a runtime of 3 time units and to use 2 nodes. If backfilling is used the schedule for these 
three jobs looks like this: 
 
 
Figure 68: An example of a schedule with backfilling 
 
This situation would be the best solution for the queuing problem. The highest priority 
job is started immediately, and the medium job gets started if enough system resources 
are available with all higher priority jobs in run-mode or finished state. Meanwhile the 
lowest priority job has also been finished, this is the extra benefit obtained from 
employing the backfill method. But the minimalization of the total job-running time 
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disappears if job A finishes before the estimated 3 time units period. The timing model 
then looks like this: 
 
 
Figure 69: A non optimal schedule 
 
At first sight this situation does not look dramatically different. The total running time of 
the three jobs (A, B and C) is still the same as before. But if two medium priority jobs 
(B2 and B3) are added to the queue, the three medium priority jobs each have one time 
unit added to their minimal queue waiting times. Considering these medium priority jobs 
are more essential to have been finished than the low priority job C, the overall situation 
is not the best possible anymore. 
 
This best possible situation is obtained when using the priority mechanism without 
backfilling. In this situation both the highest and medium priority jobs will be finished 
faster compared to the situation when using the backfilling method. But other 
performance parameters like total running time and system usage are again more 
beneficial in the situation where a backfilling method is used. It has to be clear which 










Figure 70: The most optimal scheduling for the situation in Figure 69
 
Job-Action level: Artificial intelligence techniques 
 
If finding the solution with the shortest running time for the scheduling problem is too 
complex (for example, if it is NP-complete), it is necessary to create a solution within 
reasonable time which is almost as good as the best possible solution. In this paper, two 
different methods which compute a solution with almost the shortest possible running 
time are presented. The first method uses evolutionary algorithms [6] to compute this 
solution; the second method uses a heuristic policy [7] to get the solution with the 
shortest running time computed. 
 
The first method uses evolutionary algorithms. These are algorithms inspired by the 
process of natural evolution in biology. The process to compute a solution for the 
problem consists of 4 different phases: 
 
1. Select a chromosome structure that fits the problem situation. Every gene in this 
chromosome structure represents a decision variable of the problem. 
2. Initialize the population of this chromosome structure. This can be random, but 
also already in some intelligent order (for example the order in which the jobs 
arrive at a queue can be a good order to start with for our problem). 
3. Perform crossovers (using the existing good solution-parts to create new ones) 
and mutation (create new diversity in the solution) operations.  
4. Evaluate the current chromosomes. This has two objectives. The first one is to 
select which chromosomes are suitable to be in a new crossover operation and the 
second objective is whether it is necessary to do another crossover and/or 
mutation operations. 
 
For the last step it is necessary to have a good evaluation method to compare different 
settings in the chromosome representation with each other.  
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Another method uses heuristic policies to find a solution for the scheduling problem with 
shorter waiting times. This method is more suitable for a micro-scheduling problem. This 
means that not only total jobs are queued in different orders, but also parts (actions) of 
jobs are mixed with each other at start time. In order to apply such policies for this 
problem, a cost definition must be present. This definition provides some algorithmic 
knowledge for instance about how much time it costs to run a part of the program, but 
also how much time it costs to switch from a part of the program to another. These costs 
can also depend on the current situation of the environment, for example if a lot of jobs 
are already running on a system, it will take more time to perform a switch operation than 
if a system is totally idle.  
 
To compute the solution with almost the shortest possible waiting times the method uses 
the uniformization to the Markov process technique. Since this method is more suitable 
for scheduling on a smaller level than the job level, the exact description of this method is 
not mentioned in this paper. For more details about this method, reference [7] is a good 
source. 
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 Appendix G Used GPSS Models 
 




; Test for readbox from queuing system 
; Arnaud Wijnant October 2006 
Readactions  STORAGE 10 ; (maximum number of read actions in disk server) 
Saveditem  TABLE M1,10,10,100 
 
  GENERATE 17.5,3 ; Data item entering server every 17.5 seconds  
    (with deviation 3) 
 ENTER Readactions ; A readaction is started 
  ADVANCE 19.83 
  TEST LE R$Readactions 8 Ready ; Still 8 unoccupied read streams? 
  ADVANCE 16.1 
  TEST LE R$Readactions 7 Ready ; Still 7 unoccupied read streams? 
  ADVANCE 15.27 
  TEST LE R$Readactions 6 Ready ; Still 6 unoccupied read streams? 
  ADVANCE 18.7 
  TEST LE R$Readactions 5 Ready ; Still 5 unoccupied read streams? 
  ADVANCE 16.88 
  TEST LE R$Readactions 4 Ready ; Still 4 unoccupied read streams? 
  ADVANCE 18.25 
  TEST LE R$Readactions 3 Ready ; Still 3 unoccupied read streams? 
  ADVANCE 19.85 
  TEST LE R$Readactions 2 Ready ; Still 2 unoccupied read streams? 
  ADVANCE 20.37 
  TEST LE R$Readactions 1 Ready ; Still 1 unoccupied read streams? 
  ADVANCE 14.75  
  TEST LE R$Readactions 0 Ready ; Still 0 unoccupied read streams? 
  ADVANCE 13.56  
 
Ready  LEAVE Readactions  ; ready reading 
  TABULATE Saveditem  ; save timing 
  TERMINATE 1 
 
The OnEmpty change overall GPSS model 
 
; Test for overall disk server schedular OnEmpty 
; Arnaud Wijnant October 2006 
Saveditem  TABLE M1,10,10,100 ; table to store the sojourn-times 
Timing  TABLE ((AC1#10)@10),10,0.1,100 ; table to have a look at  
  administrative stuff 
 
Server_one_state  STORAGE 1 ; storages to keep the states of the different  
  items 
Server_two_state  STORAGE 1 
Server_three_state  STORAGE 1 
 
Server_one_read  STORAGE 1 ; storages to execute the specific read actions 
Server_two_read  STORAGE 1 
Server_three_read  STORAGE 1 
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Server_one_write  STORAGE 1 ; storages to execute the specific write 
actions 
Server_two_write  STORAGE 1 
Server_three_write  STORAGE 1 
 
Server_empty_one STORAGE 2000 ; storages to count the number of stored 
items on disk 
Server_empty_two STORAGE 2000 
Server_empty_three STORAGE 2000 
 
 
  GENERATE  150,,,1 ; disk state switcher first  
   turn, change on time 
  ENTER  Server_one_state 
  SAVAIL  Server_one_read  
  SUNAVAIL Server_one_write 
  SUNAVAIL Server_two_read  
  SUNAVAIL Server_three_read 
  ADVANCE  50   ; wait 50 seconds 
  LEAVE  Server_one_state 
  ENTER  Server_two_state 
  SAVAIL  Server_two_read 
  SUNAVAIL Server_two_write 
  SAVAIL  Server_one_write 
  SUNAVAIL Server_one_read  
  ADVANCE  50   ; wait 50 seconds 
  LEAVE  Server_two_state 
  ENTER  Server_three_state 
  SAVAIL  Server_three_read 
  SUNAVAIL Server_three_write  
  SAVAIL  Server_two_write 
  SUNAVAIL Server_two_read  
  ADVANCE  50   ; wait 50 seconds 
  LEAVE  Server_three_state 
  SAVAIL  Server_three_write 
  SUNAVAIL Server_three_read  
  TERMINATE  
 
  GENERATE  300,,,1 
Startagain ENTER  Server_one_state 
  SAVAIL  Server_one_read  
  SUNAVAIL Server_one_write 
  SUNAVAIL Server_two_read  
  SUNAVAIL Server_three_read 
  TEST E R$Server_empty_one 2000  ; wait till disk 1 is  
   empty 
  TEST NE R$Server_empty_two 2000  ; wait till there is an  
   item on disk 2 
  LEAVE  Server_one_state 
  ENTER  Server_two_state 
  SAVAIL  Server_two_read 
  SUNAVAIL Server_two_write 
  SAVAIL  Server_one_write 
  SUNAVAIL Server_one_read  
  TEST E R$Server_empty_two 2000  ; wait till disk 2 is  
   empty 
  TEST NE R$Server_empty_three 2000 ; wait till there is an  
   item on disk 3    
  LEAVE  Server_two_state 
  ENTER  Server_three_state 
  SAVAIL  Server_three_read 
  SUNAVAIL Server_three_write  
  SAVAIL  Server_two_write 
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  SUNAVAIL Server_two_read  
  TEST E R$Server_empty_three 2000  ; wait till disk 3 is  
   empty 
  TEST NE R$Server_empty_one 2000  ; wait till there is an  
  item on disk 1    
  LEAVE  Server_three_state 
  SAVAIL  Server_three_write 
  SUNAVAIL Server_three_read  
  TRANSFER ,Startagain ; go back to the beginning of  
   the loop 
  TERMINATE  
 
 
  GENERATE 0.5,,150  ; generate data item 
Selected_Server  VARIABLE ((AC1#10)@10) 
  TEST GE V$Selected_Server 5 Secondserver ; First or  
  second available server? 
Firstserver ADVANCE 0 
  TEST E R$Server_one_state 1 Diskserver2 
DiskServer1 ENTER Server_one_write 
  ADVANCE 0.9 ; write action on server 1 
  ENTER Server_empty_one 
  LEAVE Server_one_write 
  ENTER Server_one_read 
  ADVANCE 0.45 ; read action on server 1 
  LEAVE Server_empty_one 
  LEAVE Server_one_read 
  TRANSFER ,Ready 
Secondserver ADVANCE 0 
  TEST E R$Server_three_state 1 Diskserver2 
DiskServer3 ENTER Server_three_write 
  ADVANCE 0.9 ; write action on server 2 
  ENTER Server_empty_three 
  LEAVE Server_three_write 
  ENTER Server_three_read 
  ADVANCE 0.45 ; read action on server 2 
  LEAVE Server_empty_three 
  LEAVE Server_three_read 
  TRANSFER ,Ready 
DiskServer2 ENTER Server_two_write 
  ADVANCE 0.9 ; write action on server 3 
  ENTER Server_empty_two 
  LEAVE Server_two_write 
  ENTER Server_two_read 
  ADVANCE 0.45 ; read action on server 3 
  LEAVE Server_empty_two 
  LEAVE Server_two_read 
  TRANSFER ,Ready 
Ready  TABULATE Saveditem 
  TERMINATE 1 
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The fixed time change overall GPSS model 
 
; Test for overall disk server scheduler fixed time change 
; Arnaud Wijnant October 2006 
Saveditem  TABLE M1,10,10,100 
Timing  TABLE ((AC1#10)@10),10,0.1,100 
 
Server_one_state  STORAGE 1 ; storages to keep the states of the  
  different items 
Server_two_state  STORAGE 1 
Server_three_state  STORAGE 1 
 
Server_one_read  STORAGE 1 ; storages to execute the specific read  
  actions 
Server_two_read  STORAGE 1 
Server_three_read  STORAGE 1 
 
Server_one_write  STORAGE 1 ; storages to execute the specific write  
  actions 
Server_two_write  STORAGE 1 
Server_three_write  STORAGE 1 
 
  GENERATE  150  ; disk state switcher first  
   turn, change on time 
  ENTER  Server_one_state 
  SAVAIL  Server_one_read  
  SUNAVAIL Server_one_write 
  SUNAVAIL Server_two_read  
  SUNAVAIL Server_three_read 
  ADVANCE  50   ; wait 50 seconds 
  LEAVE  Server_one_state 
  ENTER  Server_two_state 
  SAVAIL  Server_two_read 
  SUNAVAIL Server_two_write 
  SAVAIL  Server_one_write 
  SUNAVAIL Server_one_read  
  ADVANCE  50   ; wait 50 seconds 
  LEAVE  Server_two_state 
  ENTER  Server_three_state 
  SAVAIL  Server_three_read 
  SUNAVAIL Server_three_write  
  SAVAIL  Server_two_write 
  SUNAVAIL Server_two_read  
  ADVANCE  50   ; wait 50 seconds 
  LEAVE  Server_three_state 
  SAVAIL  Server_three_write 
  SUNAVAIL Server_three_read  
  TERMINATE  
 
  GENERATE 0.5,,150 ; generate data item 
Selected_Server  VARIABLE ((AC1#10)@10) 
  TABULATE Timing 
  TEST E V$Selected_Server 5 Secondserver ; First or second  
   available server? 
Firstserver TEST E R$Server_one_state 1 Diskserver2 
DiskServer1 ENTER Server_one_write 
  ADVANCE 0.9 ; write action on server 1 
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  LEAVE Server_one_write 
  ENTER Server_one_read 
  ADVANCE 0.45 ; read action on server 1 
  LEAVE Server_one_read 
  TRANSFER ,Ready 
Secondserver TEST E R$Server_three_state 1 Diskserver2 
DiskServer3 ENTER Server_three_write 
  ADVANCE 0.9 ; write action on server 2 
  LEAVE Server_three_write 
  ENTER Server_three_read 
  ADVANCE 0.45 ; read action on server 1 
  LEAVE Server_three_read 
  TRANSFER ,Ready 
DiskServer2 ENTER Server_two_write 
  ADVANCE 0.9 ; write action on server 3 
  LEAVE Server_two_write 
  ENTER Server_two_read 
  ADVANCE 0.45 ; read action on server 1 
  LEAVE Server_two_read 
  TRANSFER ,Ready 
Ready  TABULATE Saveditem 
  TERMINATE 1 
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The OnNItemsAccepted change overall GPSS model 
 
; Test for overall disk server scheduler OnNItemsAccepted 
; Arnaud Wijnant October 2006 
Saveditem  TABLE M1,10,10,100 ; table to store the sojourn- 
  times 
Timing  TABLE ((AC1#10)@10),10,0.1,100 ; table to have a  
  look at administrative stuff 
 
Server_one_state  STORAGE 1 ; storages to keep the states of the  
  different items 
Server_two_state  STORAGE 1 
Server_three_state  STORAGE 1 
 
Server_one_read  STORAGE 1 ; storages to execute the specific read  
  actions 
Server_two_read  STORAGE 1 
Server_three_read  STORAGE 1 
 
Server_one_write  STORAGE 1 ; storages to execute the specific write  
  actions 
Server_two_write  STORAGE 1 
Server_three_write  STORAGE 1 
 
Server_send STORAGE 150 ; counter for the number of items sent  
   Mod 150 
 
  GENERATE  150,,,1 ; disk state switcher 
Startagain ENTER  Server_one_state 
  SAVAIL  Server_one_read  
  SUNAVAIL Server_one_write 
  SUNAVAIL Server_two_read  
  SUNAVAIL Server_three_read 
  TEST E R$Server_send 0  ; wait till 150 items have  
   been sent 
  LEAVE Server_send 150  
  LEAVE  Server_one_state 
  ENTER  Server_two_state 
  SAVAIL  Server_two_read 
  SUNAVAIL Server_two_write 
  SAVAIL  Server_one_write 
  SUNAVAIL Server_one_read  
  TEST E R$Server_send 0  ; wait till 150 items have  
   been sent 
  LEAVE Server_send 150 
  LEAVE  Server_two_state 
  ENTER  Server_three_state 
  SAVAIL  Server_three_read 
  SUNAVAIL Server_three_write  
  SAVAIL  Server_two_write 
  SUNAVAIL Server_two_read  
  TEST E R$Server_send 0  ; wait till 150 items have  
   been sent 
  LEAVE Server_send 150   
  LEAVE  Server_three_state 
  SAVAIL  Server_three_write 
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  SUNAVAIL Server_three_read  
  TRANSFER ,Startagain ; go back to the beginning  
   of the loop 
  TERMINATE  
 
  GENERATE 0.5,,150 ; generate data item 
  ENTER Server_send  ; sent items  
    counter ++ 
Selected_Server  VARIABLE ((AC1#10)@10) 
  TEST GE V$Selected_Server 5 Secondserver ; First or  
   second available server? 
Firstserver ADVANCE 0 
  TEST E R$Server_one_state 1 Diskserver2 
DiskServer1 ENTER Server_one_write 
  ADVANCE 0.9 ; write action on server 1 
  LEAVE Server_one_write 
  ENTER Server_one_read 
  ADVANCE 0.45 ; read action on server 1 
  LEAVE Server_one_read 
  TRANSFER ,Ready 
Secondserver ADVANCE 0 
  TEST E R$Server_three_state 1 Diskserver2 
DiskServer3 ENTER Server_three_write 
  ADVANCE 0.9 ; write action on server 2 
  LEAVE Server_three_write 
  ENTER Server_three_read 
  ADVANCE 0.45 ; read action on server 2 
  LEAVE Server_three_read 
  TRANSFER ,Ready 
DiskServer2 ENTER Server_two_write 
  ADVANCE 0.9 ; write action on server 3 
  LEAVE Server_two_write 
  ENTER Server_two_read 
  ADVANCE 0.45 ; read action on server 3 
  LEAVE Server_two_read 
  TRANSFER ,Ready 
Ready  TABULATE Saveditem 
  TERMINATE 1 
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